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Bozeman,
I was fourteen years old glued to the TV
with my whole family watching the
first step on the moon.
Now it seems - yeah, so we did that But
then it was a magical time - that
humans had accomplished such a feat!
No one was not touched by it.
I was living in Pensacola, Florida, roasting from the heat, watching U-2's fly,
and riding out Hurricane Camille.
What a life.

Five years ago, on the silver anniversary of
that first moon walk, our museum celebrated with an exhibit called "Pioneering Space,"
in which we offered a retrospective look at
the US. manned space program with a peek
at the present and future. Visitors wound
through a chronological maze from
through Apollo to the shuttle to the thencurrent iteration of the space station, past
NASA scale models of rockets and spacecraft,
large visual and graphic panels, training and
flight suits, objects flown in space, shuttle

It was as (has) been said
before - the best of times
and the worst of times.

Do you remember where
you were and what you were
doing when the first human
being walked on the moon?
It's one of those "Questions"
- the ones that always seem to
accompany the great or terrible
or wonderful or defining
moments of history. It's a way
to anchor epochal events in
our memory and attach them
to our lives; it's a way to share a
collective experience that,
however briefly, brings us all to
attention at the same time.
Arguably, the first human
landing on Earth's moon was
indeed one of the defining
moments of human history.
And as we celebrate the 30th
anniversary of that remarkable
event on July 20, the Question
is called to mind again. And if
you were alive then and old
enough to realize what was
going on, you know the
answer.
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tiles, a real nonest--to-go,odne:ss
assorted memorabilia, and a 22-foot (7
long inflatable space shuttle SUS:DelndE~d
the ceiling - with a Coml=)lelnent<lry
tarium program at the end
Our goal was to have
go away
a sense of the excitement and ae<:ornplisllment of the early
of the
least with a sense of

exhibit to their attentive children
watch a little of the wonder pass from one
generation to another.
It was just that sort of n..,.,.-.n~.~ .. ,,~;
exchange to
the sense
and personal involvement - that pf()mptE~d
us to include in a corner of the exhibit
small
station,
record their recollections of that turbulent
summer and the
that Neil ArmstrcmQ
made the first human footprint on the
face of the moon. This was our exhortation:
Remember
Richard Nixon had just become nU'Sulpy,lt
and Dwight Eisenhower had
died. Charles
de Gaulle had resigned as
dent
Golda Meir was
the new leader ofIsrael.
The u.s. was still in Inn,-I-~"M~'

borders, and British troops went
to Northern Ireland.
It was the summer
(Ju,ida'ick and Woodstock, Charles
Manson and Hurricane Camille;
the
were on their
way to
the World Series.
Milk cost 41 cents a quart,
bread was 27 cents a
sirloin
steak sold for $1.69 a
and
a
of regular at the gas
pump cost 35 cents.
And we went to the moon.
Where were you that summer?

We asked the Question,
pIe took us up on it
result is a !""'--U!CHllH);:,
human response to a
momen t in
In a
way, it put the exhibit
the events of then 2S years ago,

-
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now 30 - into perspective for us, and has
given that moment in time a human face far
broader than the vision of two space-suited
representatives moving ghost-like on the
moon. These are a representative sample of
the many hundreds of recollections written
down in that summer of 1994 about that
summer of 1969 ...

Visitor Response
The most common response confirmed
that for one-third of the people alive then
(even more today), the moon landing is history:
I wasn't born yet. I was still in two
pieces!
My parents were just getting to know
each other. I don't know where I was.
I was not alive but I'm sure it was great.
If some confessed indifference to the
event, there were a variety of reasons why:
(I was) climbing trees, fishing bullheads,
and riding bikes, at four years old oblivious to the history being made.

I had just graduated from high school
and was on my first trip to Europe more interested in discos and food than
space!
The day Armstrong and company returned from the moon I returned from
my second tour in South Vietnam. I
didn't really care abou t the moon.

Not surprisingly, some were suspicious of
the whole business:
I was watching it on TV with my family
in Illinois. I was eleven - we watched all
day wondering if the pictures were real
or if they were creating "the moon" on
earth
I ... recall my grandfather not really
believing it happened - just one of those
"movie tricks./I
I was in Cairo, Egypt and many people
didn't believe anything happened. It was
all a CIA plot!

Others questioned the wisdom heading so
boldly for heaven:
I was living in Nelson County, Virginia,
and the country people blamed the
moon landing for Hurricane Camille
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coming through and wreaking havoc on
the county.
It hailed on our crops the day they landed and some people said that was an
omen.
A friend's grandmother was sure we
would all burn in hell for going to the
moon!

Surprisingly, there were few anti-space
program recollections written down:
I was a "counter-culture" teenager who
thought that money should be spent on
solving social problems. I didn't watch
the landing - thought it was USA patriotism and I was anti-that. Now I wish I
had watched it!

Our duty was to keep tabs on the
sian ships that came there to spy on
launch. We put out to sea to
Hurricane Camille - four
breaking over the {lying bridge.

People stopped to witness the event
ever they happened to be:
I was a Boy Scout at camp on
Island, Flathead Lake (Montana)
with my friends around the rn,,,,,,,,"f,vr;
staring at the moon in amazement;
wanted to be there too someday.
In Michigan's Upper Peninsula - we
no TV, so we listened on a car radio,
the dark, on the side of a deserted
way.
(I was) on a Forest Service lookout tower

Some answers reflected the disparate
lifestyles of the 60's:
I was in Haight Ashbury, San Francisco
doing LSD and protesting the Vietnam
war, looking for a better way of life for
the U.S. and the world.
I was on the beach at Long Island, New
York spending my days clam digging
and sunbathing and listening to "American Pie" on the radio by Don McClean.
First day of training at U.S. Army
Training Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
Gave us the day off.

Some reminded us of the distracting horrors of war:
I was a twenty-three year-old Green
Beret fighting in Vietnam near Chu Li
and found out about it three days later.
I was twenty years old lying in a hospital bed at 83rd Evac Hospital, Phu Bta,
South Vietnam. Wounded in action.
Watching Apollo 11 and Neil Armstrong
land.
I was in the Marine Corps on a mountain in Southeast Asia. lust finished
counting our dead and wounded. This
space walk didn't mean much to me. I
was a second lieutenant and had just
lost three of my men. God bless them.

And some reminded us of the cat-andmouse exercises of the Cold War:
Summer of '69 I was on a destroyer
escort radar picket off Cape Kennedy.

Planetarian

listening to the landing by radio
watching the stars - a
and
emotional experience.

And for many, the
an emotional one:

",v"no,·;""... ""

was indeed

I was at home in North Platte, Nebraska, watching on TV with my
three young children ... J'nf",n','/11."fT
wonder of it all. I cried - a
year-old adult totally awed by it all.
THID"""'U"'V

I was almost ten years old; my
was a physics/astronomy instructor
small college in North Carolina. We got
up (seems like) at 3 or 4 a.m. to watch
Neil Armstrong walk on the moon!
dad could hardly stay in his chair; he
kept jumping all around the room
hig '01 tears in his eyes.

Others paused in their Hu,... I?rI.."CT'
I was stacking hay on a ranch
Martinsdale, Montana. I was fifteen years
old and we took an extra hour
lunch to watch the landing.
I was working in a taco stand in Los
Angeles (I was nineteen). We watched
in the back room - nobody came
a taco during the moon walk!
I was running a Texaco gas station on
the south side of Chicago, near a
intersection. I closed the station
that day, and my friend and I watched
the landing on TV, inside the
The streets were virtually empty when
the landing occurred. That struck me
that much of America was wa'tcJ1inl!
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those brave men.

But it wasn't just America that was watching, for this was a human accomplishment:
I was in Brisbane, Australia, driving
home from work. The streets were clear
of autos and people. Everyone was indoors listening to the radio and TV.
We were in Bern, Switzerland, and were
on the sidewalks - watching TV
through store windows with a crowd of
cheering Swiss people.

down the street from Neil Armstrong.
He worked in our great aunt and uncle's
grocery store and had dated my high
school gym teacher. Now we were glued
to every picture, every word about Neil's
trip to the moon. Wapokoneta was on
the map!

Others were simply amazed at how far
we'd come in such a short time:
My grandpa (then seventy-six) said '"
"I've seen the first cars, the first airplanes, and now I've seen a man on the
moon!

I was an exchange student in Coatza-

coalcos, Mexico. My Mexican family and
I watched the landing on TV and they

had a champagne party in my honor to
celebrate the event.

I was two years old and we lived in
Columbus, Ohio. When I see exhibits
like this I get chills. What we consider

commonplace in 1994 must have been
an incredible achievement (in 1969).

I was working on an archaeological dig

in Wales and we walked to the closest
village to watch TV through the window of a bar (only TV for miles around).
All the local Welsh farmers were there.
My sister (17) and I (19) cried with pride
and excitement. Everyone cheered ...

And some visitors expressed their sentimen ts in their own languages:
I was no born. Pero mi papa me conto
como fue eso, creo que fue muy emosionante para todos, claro que nosotros 10
vimos por television, pero no se pudo ve
muy vien porque era en blanco y negro.

Especially heartwarming were the efforts
of parents to hold their children as witnesses
to history:
Parents had to drag me in from playing
with my matchbox cars to "see history"
... Awww,DadJ
I was five months old and in my moth-

er's arms when the landing was broadcast live on TV. She took me outside and
held me up to face the moon. Something
I still remember to this day.
I was eighteen, just graduated from high
school. I remember thinking I could tell

Die erste Mondlandung in Juli 1969
habe ich in Deutschland nachts im
Fernsehen verfolgt.

my kids about it someday. I'm here
today with my eighteen year-old twins
and being nostalgic.

On etait devant la tele, c'etait la nuit, on
attendait avec impatience l'evenement!
C'etait incroyableJ

And there were some who wrote of how
it inspired a generation of people like us:
I was nineteen in Los Angeles. I built a

Some had a personal stake in the enterprise:
I was thirty-one years old, living in Glen-

dora, California ... I got to see the first
moon rocks ... brought back as I was
working for Bell & Howell who had supplied the cameras.
I was in Boulder, Colorado with Beech

Aircraft and we were celebrating the
success of our life support system that
went to the moon. We were also working on and testing the next generation
space vehicle called the shuttle.
We grew up in Wapokoneta, Ohio, right
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scale model of the earth-moon system,
using a globe and a tennis ball about 30
feet apart. Each day I moved a
model of Apollo closer to the moon, as
the news told us how far they were out.
I was five years four months old. I

watched the replay of the landing the
next morning on TV. I had posters of the
astronauts on my bedroom walls, and I
wanted to be one. I still do.
When Armstrong took his first step on
the moon I was nine years old and visiting California. It was super to see. It
made me want to be the first man on
Mars. From then on science was my
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favorite subject. I guess that is
teach science now.

;lnl'lvpr":ilrv summer
I shared some of these ini Hal responses
paper at the IPS Conference in Cocoa,
as anniversary and "n:~rp'-rp
swirled about us. I extended our
tIe then by circulating a notebook
conference attendees,
once
Question and solid ting written
The results echoed in many ways
the ages
our museum visitors,
the respondents at the time and the
themselves, with a bit of a list in the
tion of people already on their prlD!E~SSlOnal
paths. These are a representative
the 1969 recollections of
~~,,,~
planetarians-to-be:
I - ' U U H••

•. AU

I was

years old, on my
front of the big Zenith TV, in Pittsburgh, FP1111,V/l,lnnUJ

I was proud to be at Mission Control (at)
JSC and needless to say it was a
emotion-filled few days ... I
slept where the Apollo 11 astronauts
gave their last news conference.
the EVA I remember the
breakfast that offered a lot of the bubbly - no food - and a lot
I'wiped out "... God! Has it been 25

At the time of the
in a window, looking into the
room
the TV and
window at the moon.

out

I was ten years old,

thinking the astronauts looked like

I was home in Ireland and
to
the radio in my home in Dublin. It was
an experience I will never forget.

Working at Morehead Planetarium and
involved with the Apollo crew <I"'" .. ,.".
was keenly interested in each critical
event in the flight and trying hard to
hear every minute of news coverage.
wife and I
up all
and my
oldest daughter (now 28) recalls us waking her up, sitting her down in
'IWatch this! It's
the TV, and
going to be important."

mission I
remember was
Soyuz. The moon missions are
me.

I was in grad school in New Mexico ...
Fellow grad students and I speculated on
the first words of Armstrong. The irrepressible Bart announced "He doesn't
have a hair on his (butt) ifhe doesn't say
'Gee, it really is green cheese.
III

I was glued to the TV and CBS news coverage of Apollo 11. I watched all 21 hours
including a number of commerdals for
Tang. I also remember Walter Cronkite
not hearing or getting Neil's "One small
step" quote. Walter said "What did he
say? I am sure someone wrote it down."
The first transmission in video came
through upside down and I imagined
Mission Control telling Armstrong to
wait on the ''pads'' until they fixed the
problem (which they did quickly).
I was struck most powerfully by the
words "live from the moon" that were
superimposed over the images. What an
exdting time!
I was in the military service at the time,
so wherever I was, I'm sure I wished I
were somewhere else.
I was scheduled to work at McDonald's
that day. I told the boss I was not coming in so I could watch the moon landing. He said I would be fired if I didn't
show up ... After watching the moon
landing I dedded my next job would be
in the astronomy/planetarium field. I
never did get that paycheck from McDonald's.
I remember ... it was late at night but
my mother let us stay up. It was warm,
so all the windows and doors were open,
not just in our house but all up and
down the street. Everyone in the neighborhood was waiting quietly and intently for a fellow Ohioan to walk on a dif
ferent world.
I was seven years old and didn't get to
see it since Mom had sent me and my
brother to bed. What a wonderful thing
to miss out on.

coworker in the planetarium was in
that same room.
I was 17 years old ... these days we had
holidays ... while this event (went on) we
went outside to watch the moon.
Because we were living in East Germany
we only got small information, so I can't
remember TV pictures ...
I had just started high school. I wanted
to make a visual record, so I tried filming
off the TV with my parent's 8mm movie
camera (this before VCR'sf). Now I'm
amazed how easy it is to get a historic
recording on videotape! (By the way, the
film didn't come out.)
I was in Kent (England) and stayed up
all night with my parents. My mother
kept saying "I don't believe it." My stepfather kept saying "Nonsense, dear." (No
particular reference to the event - he
often said it.) I wished they would shut
up and watch!
I was a summer research assistant for
the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), working at the 36-foot
telescope at Kitt Peak, Arizona. TV reception was not excellent on the mountain,
but astronomers clustered around to
watch the event. As you can imagine, it
was a pretty exdtedgroup.
I was in my Mom and Dad's den with
my future planetarium husband. Wow!

I was 17 years old, working at a boy
scout camp. One hundred kids stayed up
most of the night watching a nine inch
black-and-white TV set on a folding
chair. Years later, I discovered my ...
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I was a junior in college
a
summer institute at Columbia sponsored by NASA ... in training to become
an astronomer. Little did
becoming a planetarian lucky
share the thrill of this event with audiences and students a generation later.
I was glued to the "tube" all
on
20. When "Eagle" landed, my
who took his first airplane ride
"Jenny" in 1920, was wiping tears
his eyes. That evening, I had the moon
in the telescope, and it has never been
quite the same since.
I was in a small mining town in Sonora,
Mexico - with my family.
made sure that we didn't miss a minute
of the transmissions. Even though this
was a dirt road town and I was
nine, it made anything seem possible.

With many hundreds of responses
our
Question scrawled in as many different
hands, we found our small
be
more successful than we had
These wri Hen recollections
thoughtful, pOignant - represent
a
small bit of recorded history, a microcosm of
human reaction to our most ambitious
yet into a universe we've only just
to
explore.
The responses now reside in our museum
archives. And perhaps - 25 or 30 years from
now - someone will retrieve these written
memories and will discover
the
human face of those early days of
ration. Will we have continued to build on
this legacy? It is worth noting that even as
we celebrate the 30th anniversary of the first
footprint on the moon, it has been more
than 25 years since the last.
What amazes me even more than the passage of three decades is that there is whole
generation of 30-year-olds and younger for
whom the moon landings are - and
will be - history. They've never lived in a
universe where space travel wasn't a fact. I
wonder how it makes their
difllUU;t:,.lU ....

(I was) a physics major home from college to a very small rural town; my family hosted a big barbeque, wheeled the
TV out to the porch, and I narrated my
way through the TV pauses. My first
''planetarium'' gig!
I was in Lafayette, Louisiana running
my first planetarium. We camped out
overnight in the planetarium with a
group of high school and college students. We put up about six TV sets in a
drcle and had blankets and pop. It was a
great time.
Odds are I was drooling. (Born in '65.)

Our children watched with me and it
impressed them. One ofour sons recently
received a doctor's degree in astrophysics.

that historic event on TV ...
wrote my brother and told him
landing ... Then came snlasfzdown
was reported on this
Marine was killed ... two
Marines came to our home and
firmed my brother's death.
letters
were returned to me unopened ...

Twenty-five years ago, I stood on a
beach north of the Cape with my family
and watched the launch ofApollo 11 ... I
thought of my brother, a Marine serving
in Vietnam, and wondered if he knew of
the launch. That night I wrote a letter
telling him of the event. When we landed on the moon, my family watched
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relax and have a good laugh.
Aside from the conventional cinemas
ly found all over downtown Montreal,
is also the IMAX Theatre at the Old
Montreal for those interested in 3-D shows.

13,2

For those who enjoy walking and
Montreal on their own, there are
places or buildings that deserve a closer
Here is a partial list:
lacombe, Chairman, local organizing
- City Hall
- Place Ville-Marie
Planetarium de Montreal
- Notre-Dame Basilica
1000 rue Saint-Jacques O.
- Mary Queen of the World Cathedral
- St-Joseph Oratory
Montreal, QC H3C 1G7
and many more
Canada
Certain places are hot spots for tourists:
- Montreal Casino (at the Parc des Iles)
http://www.planetarium.montreal.qc.ca/IPS2000/index.html
- La Ronde - amusement park (at the
des Iles)
Downtown
Montreal is crammed with
Museum
of
Contemporary
Art
Planetaria At The Dawn Of The
boutiques; IPS members will easily find souPointe-a-Calliere,
the
Montreal
Museum
Third Millennium
venirs and gifts commemorating their visit
of Archeology and History
We are happy to welcome the members of
to Montreal.
- Centre d'histoire de Montreal, the history
the International Planetarium Society in
of
Renowned for the quality and
of Montreal
Montreal. We are confident that this Conits gastronomic cuisine, the Greater
During the summer months, Montreal and
ference, at the dawn of the Third MillenMontreal is teeming with an extensive range
some neighbouring cities easily accessible by
nium, will boost the energy level of planeof restaurants to delight the most discrimicar, blossom into cultural events. Cultural
tarium professionals, helping them achieve
nating tastes. You will also find a wide selecactivities in the fields of dance, music, visual
the great projects of the
tion of eateries servfuture.
ing traditional fare
We
anxiously
await
your
arrival
in
Montreal
in
the
year
2000.
The year 2000 has
satisfy all
already sparked a lot of
large and small.
interest with the generarts, theatre and variety are quite diverse and
al-public and we hope to find that same
will change from one year to the next.
feverishness among the participants to the
However, some are so popular and successTwo airports are within easy reach
Conference in Montreal. Without doubt, the
ful, reaching out far beyond Montreal, that
Montreal.
The Dorval airport is located on
IPS Conference will be the perfect time for
they return every year. The following will be
the Montreal Island and is used for all direct
members to exchange views in the fields of
in full swing at around the time the Conflights. Located only a few minutes from
education, administration, museum science,
ference takes place:
downtown Montreal, your hotel room is a
and technology.
- Montreal International Jazz Festival
few minutes away by shuttle bus, taxi or
We anxiously await your arrival in
- Just for Laughs Festival
limousine.
Montreal in the year 2000.
- Lanaudiere International Festival (classiMirabel, located in a northern suburb of
cal music)
Montreal, handles all chartered
Montreal: Museums, Festivals,
- Benson & Hedges International Fireworks
takes about one hour to reach downtown
Theatres and Cinemas
Competition
Mon treal by bus or taxi.
Many theatres will offer fresh, new plays
If you enjoy visiting museums, you will
The best way to travel within Montreal is
during the hot season. Perfect if you need to
find in Montreal a huge selection to choose
the Metro (subway). It allows you to reach
from covering a broad spectrum of interests.
quickly and easily the main points of interHere is a partial list of the main museums
est in Montreal. Buses are also available but,
which underline Montreal's wealth in this
in some cases, you may want to take a taxi.
area. IPS members will surely be drawn to
these institutions:
The Botanical Garden of Montreal
The 15th Conference of the International
The Biodame of Montreal (integration of
Planetarium
Society will be held at the
plants and animals in different ecosysQueen
Elizabeth
Hotel in Montreal.
tems)
The Queen Elizabeth is situated
- The Insectarium of Montreal
heart of downtown Montreal,
minutes
The Museum of Fine Arts
Old
Montreal,
the
Molson
Centre,
the
from
- McCord Museum of Canadian History
Convention
Centre,
the
business
district,
the
- Canadian Centre for Architecture
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Stock Exchange and the many cultural activities Montreal has to offer. Central Station,
Montreal's subway system as well as over
1000 boutiques and stores are all linked
di1:ectly to the hotel by underground pedway.
The Queen Elizabeth Hotel is your oasis in
Montreal. You can choose from over 1000
recently renovated guest rooms including
100 suites with 6 classes of service depending
on your needs.
The IPS Conference will take place at the
conference floor in the Queen Elizabeth
Hotel.

Preliminary

-IPS 2000

Sunday, July 9, 2000
09:00 - 18:00
IPS Council Meeting
14:00 - 20:00
Registration
18:00 - 20:00
Welcoming reception
Monday, July 10,2000
07:30 - 17:00
Registration
08:00 - 08:45
Breakfast and Opening
Ceremony
Invited Speaker (TBA)
08:45 - 10:00
Coffee Break
10:00 - 10:30
Oral sessions, Poster
10:30 - 12:00
sessions
Lunch Break
12:00 - 13:30
General Assembly of the
13:30 - 15:00
Society
Coffee Break
15:00 - 16:00
Sightseeing: Botanical
16:00 - 21:00
Garden and Insectarium
Dinner at the Botanical Garden

(Where, continued from page 8)

ferent. For those of us who lived the experience, it was a time when anything indeed
seemed possible, when the universe seemed
to lie within our grasp.
The space adventure is just beginning. And
while we of the Space Age generation, who
still occasionally dream of being astronauts,
may envy the space travelers of the future,
we cannot deny a certain remarkable good
fortune in having lived at the beginning of
things. No generation in history will ever
again crowd its front lawns straining for a
glimpse of Sputnik or Echo arching across
the evening sky. Or sit bleary-eyed before
their televisions in the gray light of dawn
watching Viking send, line by line, the first
picture from the dusty surface of Mars. Or
gasp in amazement in the wee hours of the
morning looking at Voyager's first views of
Triton from three billion miles away. Or
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Registration
Commercial Exhibits
Oral sessions, Poster
sessions, Workshops
10:00 - 10:30
Coffee Break
Commercial Exhibits
10:30 ...
(Official opening)
12:00 - 13:30
Lunch Break
Oral sessions, Poster
13:30 - 15:00
sessions, Workshops
15:00 - 15:30
Coffee Break
Invited Speaker (TBA)
15:30 -16:45
16:45 - 23:00
Sightseeing: Planetarium
de Montreal
Dinner at the Planetarium
07:30 -17:00
08:45 - 15:30
08:45 - 10:00

12:00 - 13:30
13:30 - 15:00
15:00 15:30
15:30 - 16:45
18:00 - 23:00

Lunch Break
sessions,
Coffee Break
(TBA)

confirmed)

could not choose a better
Commercial Exhibits
Oral sessions, Poster
sessions, Workshops
10:00 - 10:30
Coffee Break
Oral sessions, Poster
10:30 - 12:00
sessions, Workshops
12:00 - 13:30
Lunch Break
13:30 - 15:00
Oral sessions, Poster sessions, Workshops
15:00 - 15:30
Coffee Break
15:30 - 16:45
Commercial Exhibits
16:45 - ...
Free evening
08:45 -16:45
08:45 -10:00

08:45 - 15:30
08:45 -10:00
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 12:00

Commercial Exhibits
Oral sessions, Poster
sessions, Workshops
Coffee Break
Oral sessions, Poster
sessions, Workshops

watch ghostly figures bouncing for the first
time on the surface of the moon.
Yuri Gagarin, the first human in space,
said it this way:
And tomorrow? Settlements on the
Moon, voyages to Mars, scientific stations on the asteroids, contact with
other civilizations ... Let us not grieve
that we shall not participate in distant
planetary expeditions. We shall not
envy the people of the future. Of course
they are lucky and things about which
we can only dream will be ordinary for
them. But great happiness has come our
way, too, the happiness of the first steps
in space. Let those who follow us envy
this our happiness.

Will we continue to build on the legacy of
Apollo? The voices of those who lived it 30
years ago give me hope that the answer will
Planetarian

safest and most exotic cities
America. It offers a historical
wealth of cultural
transportation both above and
Its location allows for
access to other
Canadian
such as Quebec
Ottawa and Toronto.
The Planetarium de Montreal
innovative,
planetarians from all over the world.
Biennial Conference 2000 is a
tunity for the
gies on popularizatio1n
astronomy to the
We
extend an invitation
planetarians to come and visit us for
2000 Biennial Conference.
Bienvenue Ii Montreal!

*

be yes. And that sentiment can be eX1Dre5se~c1
no more
than
those who
wri tten their record in our book:
was
grown up
that space was
reach. I look forward to
the
tiers
I was five years old and I remember
watchm!l it with my parents and brothers and sisters. I remember it
and
I
space program from then on and eventually received my degree in aerospace
engineering from Penn State. I sure
we don't stop
the money we
need to spend to continue im'esi~i!l~!thl.'Z
space. It's man's last
I'd hate to think what we'd be like
no more unknowns to
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Sam Mul
Samson
Blanc, Michigan 48439 USA
smuller@tir.com
I have been to many planetariums over
the years. Each visit has been of value to me.
Yet, I wish some parts of the planetarium
experience had been different.
I wish that in the planetarium program
the presenter had pointed out this fact: The
stars were not twinkling. It is a feature of all
the planetariums I have ever seenj however,
newer models are overcoming this problem.
The reason I wish that this lack of twinkling
had been pointed out is this: It would give
the program presenter the opportunity to
explain to the viewers that the sky seen this
way is how the sky would appear to a person
on the moon. The lunar view lacks twinkling because the moon has no atmosphere.
Yet, the shapes of the constellations as seen
from the moon are still the same as they
appear to us from earth. The experience
would be like being on the moon without
actually going there!

Southern Cross

Figure 1: Three Celestial Crosses
Northern Cross

Something else I wish the program presenter had pointed out is the fact that there are
three separate shapes considered crosses in
the sky. (Figure 1) One, of course, is the constellation the Southern Cross. In pointing it
out, I would have the program presenter project a picture of the Australian flag for everyone to see. The Southern Cross constellation
holds a special place of honor on that
national emblem. The two other crosses, the
False Cross and the Northern Cross, are not
official constellations. Rather, they are asterisms - star patterns like the Big Dipper that
are recognized and considered important
Vol. 28, No.2, June 1999

shapes by many people. This gives the program presenter a good opportunity to explain the difference between official constellations and unofficial asterisms. Official or
not, all three crosses are very beautiful. Also,
many viewers will obviously notice the
number of crosses in the sky is the same as
the number of crosses present in the Good
Friday crucifixion. A coincidence? The paths
of science and religion have a way of crossing.
Also, I wish that in pointing out the
shapes of the three crosses, the program presenter would proceed slowly, carefully, and
deliberately. I would have that person refer
to the two parts of the cross as a longer, vertical beam and a shorter, horizontal beam.
Then I would suggest that the presenter state
that first the arrow will point to the top star
in the vertical beam. While pointing there, I
would have that person then announce that

False Cross

next the arrow moves to the star at the bottom of the vertical beam. Then that person
would say that the arrow is now going to
point to the star at the left of the horizontal
beam of the cross. And so forth.
In that same, slow, careful deliberate manner, I wish the program presenter had pointed out the zodiac constellation Leo Major. I
wish this for a special reason. Leo is one of a
number of constellations visible to viewers
in both the Northern Hemisphere and the
Southern Hemisphere. Having a distinctive
shape, Leo makes it easy for the program presenter to illustrate an interesting difference
Planetarian

between celestial observation in the
ern Hemisphere and the Southern
sphere. Some celestial
seen
Southern Hemisphere appear UDSHJle-(]01Nn
compared to how they look when
from the Northern
This
pens because the viewer sees the
tion from the opposite compass direction
the Southern Hemisphere from the
sees it in the Northern HemjspJhe]~e
Seeing the sky in this way is sOInething
taking a trip to the Southern
without actually going there. Also,
acquainted with this phenomenon may
the frequent traveler
the
something new to look forward to in
coming trip to the Southern
It
may also give that person and others
another reason to become more familiar
with the constellations.
Another wish of mine is that at the end of
the planetarium program the program
senter would grow silent. Other sounds
would replace that person's voice for the last
several minutes of the show. These new
sounds would be common, everyday ones. I
would suggest sounds of owls and geese, distant trains and airplanes, dogs, crickets, wind
and more. They would make the eX1PerlerlCe
of viewing the sky seem much more realistic.
In a subtle way, I think it would lead to a
deeper appreciation of the awesome
dor of the spectacle. It is the eX1Per'iertee
Whitman spoke of in his poem
Heard the Learn'd Astronomer."
When the planetarium show was
wish that I had received a
star
good for the current month for the local
area. It would include four separate views
the sky - north, south, east, and west.
would be accurate for shortly after dark.
Besides the star maps, I wish there also would
have been some additional instructions
about how to use them in order to make the
experience more meaningful. I would
expected the usual advice. That would be
suggestions such as how to find the North
Star, the advantage of using a red
flashlight, and the location of the naked-eye double Mizar and Alcor. But my wish is for little more than that.
I wish the instructions with the star maps
had suggested that I learn to look very closely at constellations in order to more
remember them. Nearly every constellation
has something about it that is distinctive.
The Little Dipper and the Big
good examples. Of course, their
shapes made of seven stars is distinctive in
itself. But there is more. The Little
handle bends upward; whereas, the
Dipper's handle bends downward. The Little
Dipper's bowl is wider at the bottom than it
is at the top. The Big Dipper's bowl is the

•I
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Figure 2
Leo as seen looking south from the
Northern Hemisphere
opposite. By being told to notice such distinctions, one will soon start making one's
own observations of subtleties of constellation shapes. It will make one a much keener
observer of the stars.
Besides showing me how to become a
keener observer of constellations, I wish the
instructions with the star maps had suggested an unusual approach to finding the stars
in the sky by myself. It would have suggested that if possible I go outside with the star
maps toward the end of twilight. The brightest stars in a constellation would come out
first. They would be very easy to spot with
no other stars visible with which to confuse
them. Then I would have known exactly
where the other stars would appear. In semidarkness it is also easier to glance at the star
maps. Equally important about this
approach is that it is fun. It is a joy to observe
the splendid natural phenomenon of the
stars coming out!
Another activity I would have been
pleased with is one that would give me
another way to notice indirectly the earth's
rotation. I wish the instructions had recommended that I draw an arrow on the ground
pointing at a constellation. Also I would
have needed to draw another arrow pointing
at the North Star. The arrows could be a
chalk mark in pavement, a line in snow, or
something else. On checking where the
arrows were pointing the next morning
before sunrise, I would have found it most
interesting to notice that the constellation
arrow no longer pointed to the constellation.
Yet, of course, the North Star arrow would
still be pointing at the North Star. The experience would add a dimension to anyone's
understanding of the earth's rotation.
I wish too that the planetarium gift shop
had been a little different. Mainly, I wish it
had had a larger selection of items for sale. I
wish the shop carried more expensive items
too. For instance, I would be happy to see
telescopes, microscopes, and software for
sale. This is important partly because many
people really enjoy shopping. Equally important is the fact that people can learn a great
deal about science from the objects they pur-
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Leo as seen looking north from the
Southern Hemisphere

pan ts should be
at
planisphere.
the end of the lesson in
sphere, the participants should realize
planetarium and a
mentally the same thing. Both a oI,metar'imn
and a planisphere have a horizon,
and compass directions. Both are
the nighttime sky that show one "I-.~.~!r,~h~~~
at a time. Manually rotating the circular
map or moving a star projector in a niane1tarium amount to the same thing.
Before ending the session, it
good to show the group one more
the sky - a celestial sphere. With it, one
see both hemispheres of stars at the
time with the earth in the middle
the
sphere. Viewed from the outside of
sphere one gets a very unusual
of
the constellations.
are all backwards. Of
course, that is one way no one is ever
to see them. Yet, that is the very oelrsolective
used in many old paintings of the heavens.
The maps of the heavens by Andreas Cellarius are a good example of this. The group
would probably enjoy seeing some of them.
There is one more item I would have
enjoyed seeing in a visit to a
wish I would have seen a sundial in front of
the planetarium. Near the sundial, there
would have been a sign. It would have told
exactly how many minutes fast or slow the
sundial was that day compared to a
It
would have explained the reason for
ference was the sundial's location in the
zone, the earth's motion, and its tilt. It
have explained that the difference between
from
clock and sundial time
day to
It would have added that
is
would have checked my watch, done some
mental
or subtracting, and would
imlJre5;Sed and
3)

chase. Indeed, a number of people will learn
more from the science items they buy than
from the planetarium show itself. That is all
the more reason for having a gift shop that is
an adventure in shopping.
Regarding learning, I also wish that the
planetarimn had offered a program to teach
people how to use a planisphere. A planetarium is an ideal place for teaching how to use
a planisphere. Knowing how to use one
would free that person from dependence on
a monthly star map. The program would involve two ticket prices - one including a
new planisphere and one without.
The program presenter would need to
communicate the idea that one needs to
know several things about a constellation in
order to locate it in the sky.
The viewer must be familiar with the constellation's shape. The viewer must also
know how the constellation is tilted, if at all,
at the time of looking for it. Also one looking
for a constellation must know the constellation's compass direction and about how
high it is above the horizon. One easily gets
all that information about a constellation by
the correct use of a planisphere.
The program presenter would help the
learner understand how to use the
isphere by pointing out these basic concepts.
First, the user must set the
planisphere to the correct
Figure 3
date and time by rotating
the circular wheel that
has stars on it. The user
The Sundial
must realize the oval window around the visible
stars represents the horizon. When actually using
the planisphere, one must
turn it upside-down and
To learn how sundials work, please request a free copy of the
hold it a little over one's
sundial booklet at the planetarium office.
head. It is also important
to be aware that the user's
position relative to the visible area of stars is
The reason I wish that so many
directly under the middle of that oval field.
things about my
visits had been
Once the program participants have a good
different is that I believe that it would have
grasp of those ideas, then they need only to
made a difference - a positive difference. Tohave a little practice in the planetarium at
night I think I will wish upon a star. I wonfinding a few constellations. Soon all particider if my wish will come true.
1J1a,U"-L<U.'U.l.JLA.
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"Make it sound more, uh ... well ... red! Yeah!
That's it ....
/I

"Could it sound a little less
" Faster, but not too
"Dam

kind

this music cue doesn't last long enough
to reset the zoom-slew ...

kinds of direction
Some of the
composer and soundtrack
are used
to
with show
ers. Hmmm
there is way to estabway to communilish a more
cate ideas with composers. Let's see ...
Oh
the way some of the words are
in
below. These are terms you may
want to remember.

writer is trying to find
that will
the action of subatomic ".,,:, ... 1-1,('111,:, ...
motion. Good luck! But, this idea is
illustrated by a swarm of diffuse fast
staccato notes.
<:r7'in'hncr meetings
times to discuss whether the soundtrack will
lean toward a symphonic structure and
sound ... or a techno, hi-tech sort of feel ... or
SOInetnIng with a very "live instrument"
tone. If "classical" in nature, does the music
sound "big" or does it have a small ensemble
character. Same true for a pop oriented score.
of
Does it part your hair ... or is it on
ethereal. A
soundtrack
room for moments that feature all of these
elements, but it is wise to come to a consensus on the over all sound of the show.

Are

in
The very best way to
a meaningVISIon
ful soundtrack is to create an
for how the actual music and sound effect
(SFX) segments will fit with the narrative/dialog and visual images. This actually
should
at the scripting or treatment
stage and a composer should be involved
from the treatment
forward The composer can contribute ideas as to how transitions between
be
constructed, and how a master theme can be
COml)O~;eC1 with sections extracted for various sub-themes. Ideas for little sting1eI'S
short musical ideas can enhance the '-..... ·fJu...
tion of difficult subject matter.
if I may:
An
u ...
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should be noted in the
cannot suggest enough to read your
aloud and time it. The best
to do this is
in the dome '" perhaps with your technician
running some of the effects live
with
you. You will catch all sorts of
and
problems by
the time to
do this. Timings for visual effects should be
tested thoroughly, and included in the
Usually, one of the first questions I have for a
producer is "How long do we need for this
video
(or pan dissolve or other visual).
the reset time required
special
sequences.

leave Some
Most shows I work on are edited/written
between sections. cc~mpolse:rs

Planetarian

posers idea.

Another example? A while back, we designed a soundtrack for a site that built a
really nice robot who became the "live"
show presenter. We suggested that a small
sound system be added to the robot so it's
voice and mechanical sounds emanated
form its own body, as opposed to from the
dome system. The effect worked marvelously. At least ... I really liked it. So did all the
audiences that I watched attend the show. If
the robot had been built before we sat in on
the scripting meetings, the opportunity
might have been blown.

It

Begin to record talent as selected by
_~ within __ ~ working days of written approval of talent by _~~.
Complete edit of talent recordings within ~__ working days of above mentioned written approval of talent by
. Assemble show elements. Mix
show to stereo, called Mix #1. Ship to
for tests.

•

receives stereo Mix #1.
will
respond with changes to Mix #1 within
~_ working days.

The Business of Musk
Always have a contract. Spell out a clear
production schedule. It does not work well
to use actual dates for production contracts
as this does not allow for problems the producer may encounter. It is better to word
things more like as follows. This is an excerpt
from one of our actual contracts:

• Within _ _ days of receiving changes
to Mix #1, Bowen Productions will mix
to stereo Mix #2 and ship to ~_.

• Talent auditions begin within ___ _
working days of receipt of purchase
order and deposit check.

• Within ____ days of written
approval of Mix #2, Bowen Productions
will mix a MultiChannel Master and
shipto __.

• Begin to ship audition tapes to __ _
within _~ working days of receipt of
purchase order and deposit

It

will review Mix #2 and will
respond with changes within
working days.

This above scenario was for a project
where there was no original music composition. Prerecorded music was selected For an
original music score a couple of additional

clauses should be added that
mixes.
out the schedule of
You should also
payment. This schedule, too, should be
on a "day count" from the c01npIOS!:r's
ery of certain recordings, edits, or
Make sure you agree in advance as
number of revisions the
is entitled
to.

Musk

More

Do you plan to release the show as a
kit? You'll want to get this clear
a
front. Most composers will grant to
buyout license for your in-house use
the
soundtrack, but will request a small
fee for each show you might sell. The composer should also grant you a free license for
use of sections of the soundtrack for promotional purposes, as well.

Go on ... ,,'O,r"H.''''''O''
Wen ... you get the idea. Discuss '" discuss
often ... and discuss early in the prc)(illctjOn
process. Constructing the above described
master production plan can contribute to
your program possessing a
and
cohesiveness that will keep your mE~ss,lge
from getting lost in the mix.

Look at the size
the
moon
the night sky. Look at the area in
the bowl of the Big Dipper the
night sky. How many full moons
you think you could put
Dipper's bowl? The answer
to
the minimum number
full moons
in a year multiplied
the number
of stars in the Big Dipper
one.

"Astroquark" courtesy Dr. George Reed
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ANSWER: That's easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque # l' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available "Snowflakes Are Dancing" album (RCA)
QUESTION:

At what

and

the week can I see

'STAR GAZER'?

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR GAZER' just before nightly
sign-off. However, due to 'STAR GAZER'S' enormous popularity a
number of stations find the show's 5-minute format can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more fre
quently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so
it's best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
QUESTION:

If I can't find

'STAR GAZER'

,

•

on my hometown

PBS station, how can I see it where Blive?
ANSWER: 'STAR GAZER' is provided fr.e.e. of ~ by WPBT, Miami
to all PBS stations. if you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it is.
avai lable flli;. of ~.
QUESTION:

Is it necessary to get special permission to use 'STAR
GAZER' for astronomy club meetings, teaching in the
classroom, science museum or planetarium use?

ANSWER: No. In fact, many astronomy clubs, teachers, science
museums and planetariums have been taping 'STAR GAZER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.
QUESTION:

Is there any way I can get
my local PBS station t

4STAR GAZER'

other than

ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR GAZER' episodes are fed
monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for their
local programming. Anyone with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4244. Ask for Ms. Harper or Mr. Dishong.
QUESTION:

I am a teacher planning my curriculum and
would like several 4SYAR GAZER' episodes in ad
vance, but. do not have access to a satellite dish.
Is there any m.h..er way I can obtain 4SYAR GAZER'l

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain
'STAR GAZER' episodes in advance through their NASA e.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write: NASA e.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074. Or visit our website: www.jackstargazer.com
QUESTION:

Why does IS TAR GAlER' always say 4'Keep
looking Up!" at the end of each show?

ANSWER: Have you ever tried star gazi ng looking down?

L
The world's first and
weekly TV series
on naked-eye astronomy

"... one of the few writers who can
translate sophisticated disciplines into
popular language without losing the science. "
Dr. Sidney Fox, Nobel Laureate
"... knows how to come down from
the ivory tower and make astronomy
accessible. "
George Lovi, Astronomer
American Museum/Hayden Planetarium
"... 1never miss it. As someone totally
involved in science fiction, I'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. "
John Nathan Turner,
Executive Producer, 'Dr. Who'

Produced in cooperation with
Miami Museum of Science &
Space Transit IJI':lnat':l""

Seen on
North America and
USIA WorldNet, the
Network, satellite,
& on the world wide

Ii

The bolide or fireball projector is a popular
effect. Its basic optical (non-bruteforce) version has a masked Kodalith "streak
of
projected from a "single-shot" prowhich is aimed into a small single-axis
slew mirror.
relatively effective in
demc)lls:traltirlg fireballs or re-entering satellites, I've never found this basic bolide design
to be quite dynamic enough. Here, we'll
cover an easy add-on to make this projector
and realistic.
more

appear to flicker, with small
debris trailing-off and rI"""t:>I,t:>r::llnrIU
image slews.
Start by
a suitable motor - a small
5 RPM AC motor should do nicely - and
then cut a disk from thin
about 12.5
centimeters (5 inches) in diameter. Drill the
center of the disk for a suitable motor-shaft
hub. Next, install the bolide slide in the gate
of your single-shot projector - inverted, of
course, since it will be upside-down when
projected - and estimate the best motor
position which will place the wheel over the
slide in the light-path. (You may find it necessary at this point to cut a slot in the projector case to accommodate the wheel- a modification routinely done on projectors incorporating ripple or pattern wheels.) It is
important to offset the wheel center (and
motor shaft) about 25 to 30 degrees away
from a perpendicular to the bolide streak on
the slide (Figure 3). (The reason for this
ment will become obvious shortly.)
Once you've settled on the wheel and
motor position, attach the motor onto the
side of the projector using appropriate hardware. Make sure to mount it so that the
wheel will move the stippled dots across the
bolide image from head to tail. Also, the

Figure 1

The main criticism I have with the simple
bolide effect is that, while the
image shoots across the dome, the lightstreak itself doesn't change its appearance
(Figure 1). But if you've ever seen a real firesatellite, you've noticed
ball or
what looks like a trail of flickering, burning
debris behind the bright, main object. The
challenge, then, is to introduce a dynamic
characteristic to the light-streak as it moves.
This can be done simply by adding a specially painted Plexiglas pattern wheel to the
(Figure 2). This wheel rotates
through the projector gate in front of the
slide. Note that the pattern isn't consistent
over the en tire wheel. Instead, it has a transparent ring surrounding a scattering of
clear spots within an otherwise black area.
The clear ring will be aligned over the leador "head", end of the streak on the slide,
and the stippled pattern over the trailing
end As the wheel rotates, this will make the
head of the fireball appear to glow brightly
and
but the "ion trail" will
C"c.-<A'n.. tT_,~"r'o
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mounting should allow the
wheel to rotate within
about 3 millimeters, or so,
of the slide mount. Now
measure and record the distance from the motor shaft
to the head of the bolide
streak on the slide. This
measurement will determine the radius of the clear
ring you will even tuall y
create on the wheel. (By the
way, it would be helpful to
incorporate some sort of
positioning adjustment
into the motor-mounting
bracket to tweak the final
slide and wheel-pattern
alignment.)
To make the wheel pattern, start by removing the
backing from
one side of the Plexiglas
Plane tar ian

wide.

wheel

slide
25-30
degree
offset

Figure 3

ing the paint, mount the wheel onto the
motor shaft using a motor hub, and connect
the motor to a power source.
Power up the projector with the wheel
turning, and focus the slide image on a test
screen. At this point, any misalignment
between the wheel's clear ring and the
bolide image's head will become apparent, as
a poorly adjusted wheel will occult part of
the head Slight positional adjustment of the
motor on its mounting bracket should correct this problem. By now, the reason for the
25- to 30-degree offset in the motor (mea-

Figure 4

sured against the slide) should become obvious. This offset superimposes the clear ring
primarily over the bolide's head, while the
spotted region is carried over the ion trail on
the slide (depicted in outline form for clarity
in Figure 4) . Even though the wheel rotates
past the bolide image in an arc, the softened
focus of the projected wheel pattern coupled
with the narrowness of the ion trail fools the
eye into only "seeing" motion down the
length of the bolide.
You can adjust the degree of focus-softening on the projected wheel pattern by chang-

ing the wheel's mounting pOSition up or
down the motor shaft, or perhaps even
flipping the wheel over. These TAr'hn,lnl1A(:
will alter the distance between the wheel's
painted pattern and the focused bolide
image. A little experimentation should
you just the right amount of softness to the
pattern to provide the best effect.
Once adjusted, you can once
modified projector into the slew
assembly in the planetarium theater,
dynamism and flair to your
slide bolide projector.
,",V '''':TlTHT CI<>'{JITl1rl<T_

Jacques A Dwua;)
Jacques A Dumas, the oldest planetarian living in Canada, passed away suddenly on November 15,1998. He was 75 years of age.
Jacques was born in Lyon (France), and received his early education in the private school system of that country. His formal UIUVl::l:my
studies were in the sciences and languages (he mastered seven of them) at universities in France and Germany. He carne to astronomy at a relatively early age, and developed an interest for planetary mechanisms which were going to be his passion for the rest of his life. He settled in
Montreal in the early fifties, where he met and married his wife Peggy in 1959. He has lived in that city and has been actively involved with
astronomy in Quebec for more than 35 years.
Many of his IPS' colleagues knew him not only for his involvement with a series of planetaria, but also for his uncanny inventiveness
when it came to making working models of various scientific instruments, preferably out of recycled materials which he cannibalized for
that purpose.
Jacques was a long-time member of the IPS, and he became a Fellow in 1986. He attended most of the biannual conferences, and he used
these not only for the opportunity to exchange technical and professional know-how with colleagues, but also to enjoy the culinary ~"'_;~
of whichever host city he was in. His list of professional activities and achievements, on both the local and the international scene, is
extensive. He was instrumental in establishing the planetarium in Fremont (California), and had helped the Dalarnas Museum (Sweden) to
obtain its projector; had lectured in astronomy at various schools as well as at the Planetarium Dow in Montreal (for more than ten
was a co-founder of the association of amateur astronomers' groups in Quebec (AGA.A) in the seventies, and had been a long-time member
of both the Royal Astronomical SOciety of Canada and of the Societe d'astronomie de Montreal (of which he had also been president for a
couple of years). He was also the co-founder of the LeVerrier Planetarium in Three Rivers, Quebec (or Trois-Rivieres, as it is known on the
maps), and was responsible for acquiring its equipment and bringing it there. He passed away while working on the installation of that projector in the Cosmodome in Laval (next to Montreal).
Jacques Dumas was an active man, and was happiest when he could match wits with whatever technical problem he was involved with at
the time. He also enjoyed travelling and meeting like-minded colleagues throughout the world, and was always ready to experience whatever attractions life had to offer, no matter where he was. His enthusiasm and joy in living will be missed by all those who knew him.
18
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Planetarium
A company dedicated to the Promotion of Concerts in Planetarians
seeking to expand their S
Activities
ram.
Now on lour in
"THE UlLTIMAT1E PIANO EXPJERI1ENCE"
Direct Booking: P.C.M. Tel/Fax 004533147005
See Tycho Brahe Planetarium Web .. Site:
http.llwww.astro.ku.dk/tycho.html
click on" Program
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Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

The next Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems (PIPS) meeting will be held at
the Roberson Museum and Science Center in
Binghampton, New York on June 26, 1999.
The International Planetarium Society's (IPS)
Portable Planetarium Committee members
encourage this kind of get-together of people
who work with small groups of students and
primarily use participatory techniques. Our
members are using various models of mobile
or small stationary planetaria in their work.
Some portable planetarium users run their
own business; others travel with the mobile
planetarium as an outreach program from a
Science Center or a
stationary dome
location. Some of our members work in
small stationary domes. Learning Technolsponsor this kind of
ogies is happy to
meeting if you are interested in having one
in your area. The planning required involves
getting a location, setting a time for the
meeting, composing a mailing, having
Learning Technologies mail the notice to all
Starlab users, and mailing to other planetaribe interested. The
is
ans who
planned on the morning of the meeting as
reveal what
brought to share or
concerns they have to discuss.

Steve Berr, Jerry Vinski, and Charlie Takacs
plan to present an exciting and useful workshop at the
MAPS Conference this year.
Starlab
The title of the workshop is
With Us and Then Learn How to
Effective Outreach
Ifs
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set up a
from
start to finish! The second half of the workinvolves
how to
a
portable planetarium outreach program,
which will enhance a stationary dome program. The presenters have developed successful strategies for using the portable I-"~U""'_u..u
um as an outreach while retaining and even
increasing attendance in their staltic)ll,UV
dome.

In 1999 a European Meeting for Itinerant and
Small Planetaria will be held in cOnitlllcticm
with the Colloquium of French and German
This mE~etilllg
Speaking Planetariums in
will be organized in Strasbourg, France and
will take place in the premises of the Council
of Europe as was proposed by Jean-Michel
Faidit at the IPS meeting in London last year.
An extensive report about this
will
be written in the September issue of the
Planetarian.

Contest
Remember it is never too

to
tion on the line.

A week in the north of
Serafino Zani Astronomical ()'h,"""...·.,.<114-"".....
(Ltnn.ez.:zarle/Br«~cia), in collaboration with
the IPS Mobile PlanetaritllD Committee and
with the support of ...............
Techll101l~ies,
Inc., hosts an American Planetarium
with the
tor who presents lessons in
itinerant planetarium Starlab to
school
students of English. Transportation from the
United States will be provided,
bed and some meals from
to
Sunday. If you would like more details
and/or an application write or call: Susan
Reynolds, OCM BOCES Planetarium, PO Box
4754, Syracuse, NY 13221, Phone:
2671, fax: 315-432-4523, e-mail: "... ,-.".-,~i
7

UJ.........

I have been working on some new pre and
post activities for students and teachers
participate in our l-.J!a.l.lCL<UIUIH
gram. In New York State, Eh~mental'V
dents are mandated to learn to gra.phically
or}<~anize thoughts and data. I would
develop more of these ou~arliz{~rs.
you can share with me would be aUUlt:LI,:U
ed. I will print some completed versions of
these organizers in another column as soon
are accomas the typing and
pUshed. Here are some descriptions of organizers I have de'veloDf'd:

Planetarian

Best wishes
continued
endeavors as the year progresses.
me hear from you about
the
work you
so
may
others so rlo,t' ..... ".,.".f-r.Hn
fresh ideas.

SPITZ, INC. P.o. Box 198, Route 1 Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA
Tel 610.459,5200

Fax 610.459.3830

www.spitzinc.com

t
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It's time to roll up our sleeves and begin
working on the really tough questions. Mr.
Smith, our current IPS president, and others
have asked our committee to spearhead the
definition and development of technical
"standards" for planetaria. It's an enormous
and complex task. We've assembled a team
of planetarium professionals from around
the world, in theaters large and small, new
institutions and old. With our collective
experience, we hope to design a com pre hensiv.e and useful plan for building new planetariums, upgrading older theaters, and helping all our members make effective use of
technology as it applies to their work. (Note:
hardware and software vendors are currently
not part of the technical committee, though
we do look to them for industry insights and
drive them to serve us better. This ensures
our unbiased recommendations.)
The committee has identified three primary goals for our technical standards:
o Developing interoperable planetariums.
• Enable all our members to produce
quality content that helps them to
serve their audiences in the most costeffective and meaningful way.
Demonstrate how various kinds of
technology (from low-tech to hightech) is useful to us all.
It all comes down to a definition of basic
levels of functionality (as opposed to classification) and encouraging responsible and
effective use of production/presentation
technology at all levels. Finally, we would
like to invite someone with a great deal of
experience with portable planetaria to join
the Technical Committee. We realize that
there is a wide range of planetaria in the
world, and IPS standards should be meaningful at all levels of our profession.
To get things moving, I've asked each of
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the committee members to begin
up proposal drafts and standards recommendations. As we refine these documents, we'll
look for comments and suggestions from the
IPS membership. When we formalize a set of
standards, you can look to the Technical
Committee for assistance in implementing
the technologies that are appropriate for
your needs.

When did you first use video in your planetarium? Not yet? For me it was during my
volunteer days at the Museum of the Rockies
Taylor Planetarium in Bozeman, Montana
(USA). Jim Manning and Mike Murray agonized over how they could best use the limited funds they had to invest in a single
video projector, laser disc player and an
SVHS deck. Their technician had to rig up
controllers so that their Gray MC-lO automation system could operate everything - and
for more than a few months, we had a very
sophisticated biological unveiler system that was me standing behind the projector
holding a piece of black cardboard over the
lens.
Make no mistake about it, though: this
was cutting edge stuff. To this day, they use
the projector only when it makes sense to do
so. As a "greenhorn" in the planetarium, I
wanted to use video all the time. I can still
remember Mike and Jim reminding me how
everything in the theater is just a tool - a tool
used in the service of storytelling and education. My memory may not be perfect, but I
learned a whole lot from the guys out in
Montana.
These days, there are so many more choices, but one thing remains the same - video is
still a tool. I consider myself lucky to have
two video projectors and two laser disc
ers in my current theater. It allows me a certain amount of flexibility and I'm looking
forward to using some of my computer animation software to create a small amount of
original content. I'm also keeping a watchful
eye on the new digital video formats. DV has
the potential to replace laser disc technology
with a less expensive alternative that provides higher quality video, and true-random
access to any clip or still image. Granted, the
prices may be a bit
today, but one sure
thing is that electronics prices go down - and
they do so quickly.
Digital Video (DV) comes in a variety of
"flavors" and it seems that each manufacturer is working on their own format and none
wants to play well with others. There are
DVD is growsome
trends,
ing faster than both VHS tapes and music
CDs ever did. In the United States, our govP/anetarian

ernment has mandated that
broadcasts will be
of the new millennium. Str·earning
the Internet is
to become
billion dollar (US) business in the
years.
95% of all scenes in
mer's blockbuster Star Wars: The 1-'i'lnYlt-r.,vvg
Menace were created in a computer
assembled in a
video form
being distributed on film. In short,
here. The question is, what
does
in planetaria?
The answer OelPe!lUS rWlrY\"~"TT
sion of your
We all have ....
goals for our domes - and different
with our ~~"'_r._~
sharing the
you have video capabilities, or if
that video is in your future,
able to:
the way to go.
$
Showcase the most recent
the HST without a web-browser
dows
up on your dome.
ed, sometimes we want that
show our audiences where
on their own.)
these
<II
Share content '-'I<'~"'~~'~'~'~
Internet
back any sequence
instantly, without 'n~,'''' __
for a disc or tape to cue. This is '-JI-"'-'-JlaU
important in interactive aPl)li(:atilolllS.
Store much more video than laser
in a more flexible format, with
to press, easy content swapping,
snits or other laser disc artifacts.
tion, you can erase and re-record
ments an unlimited number
Content you can edit on a
workstation, with ' .... f'~~·~sive,
very
software.
There are several companies that
the sort of
that I'm
most in the form of a digital disk rec:onjer
(DDR.) These units are usually
boxes that have video input and output
nectors,
and comlJre:ssion
ware, and a hard disk (or collection of disks)
to store the video data. Some behave
tape deck, with familiar controls
FF, and
Others are ro",·,~,,~A
be a part of a larger video editing workstato
back video
tion, or
not "record." This is actually an irn-nn. ... -I-~'~ ..
distinction. For
the AstroFX
of
hard disk based video devices contains both
a traditional DDR, the AstroFX 3.1, and
kind of playback
system.
"recording" video onto the AstroFX
2.1, you save video to it, as if
another hard drive on your computer.
can also download video to these
over a network.
I'm providing -n,.,__ ri,,~-Ithree manufacturers.
u.L'-J.'-LLl

,-,,-,'\.-J.LUH.1J;;.

Perception Video Recorder in their
SkyVision all-dome video system. Bowen
Productions has developed a relatively elegant solution that is meant to plug-and-play
into most automated planetariums. I'm also
including information from another vendor
that has a number of enviable capabilities,
but is not explicitly designed for planetaria.
There are literally hundreds of web sites and
books out there on digital video, and DDRs
in particular, along with all the various formats that are available. And while none of
these product introductions are meant to be
endorsements from the IPS Technology
Committee, I think you can expect a more
in-depth discussion of video as the committee begins to draft standards and recommendations for our members.

PVR -

Ppr'(,pr'ltl(}n

DPS
70 Valleywood Drive
Markham, Ontario
L3R 4T5 Canada
+1800775-3314
+1 905 944-4200
www.dps.com
(This product description was assembled
from information on the DPS website.)
The DPS Perception Video Recorder is a
PCI card based digital video system featuring
10 bit video encoding, CCIR 601 4:2:2 processing and an integrated SCSI disk controller. Video storage is limited only by the
capacity and number of attached drives.
Multi-platform support for Intel, and DEC
Alpha processors is provided via Windows
NT-based software. An optional real time
video capture daughter card provides component (Betacam), S-Video and composite
video inputs.
Used with animation software or other
computer graphiCS applications, the
Perception Video Recorder (PVR) can directly import RGB files through its PCI bus interface. The PVR integrates completely with
existing software packages using an innovative file system in which video frames
appear simultaneously in many different file
formats. Any software package capable of
saving RGB images to or loading them from
a hard drive can be used. Stored files can be
instantly played back in real time or any
fraction thereof.
An optional real time video capture
daughter card turns the PVR into a component video disk recorder. Component
(Betacam), composite and S-Video inputs are
provided The user also has complete manual
control over the compression/quality level
settings. Captured video can easily be export-
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ed as sequential RGB files for rotoscoping
and other compositing applications. Prices
start at $1600, not including the NT workstation to put it in.

+1612571-7588
+1612571-7688 (fax)
www.visualcircuits.com
(This product de~;cription was
from information 1'"'\1"."",riari on
Circuits website.)
POPVideo from Visual Circuits,
media-delivery and
supportsuptofourinc1epen,derlt
nels - simultaneously.
modem or network connection,
tent is saved to the device,
playlist to control video
channel. Additional Lalf-laIJ!1J
interactive playback control, and MUSICAM
audio output.
POPVideo and its sister "' ... ,n.ro",...·,..c
MPEG-2 compliant video
posite and S-Video outputs. At VHS
the POPVideo can store over four
video, or one hour per channel.
ty data rates obviously reqUire more
Visual Circuits is mainly an OEM ,"-'U'J'HI-'""
and does not sell direct to consumers.

U':""I.-UAU''-U

AstroFX
Bowen Productions
748 East Bates Street
Suite300W
Indianapolis, IN 46202
+1 317 226-9650
+1 317 226-9651
www.bowenproductions.com
(This product description was assembled
from information provided by Bowen Productions.)
The AstroFX series of digital video products are rack mountable units designed to be
plug-n-play compatible with currently available laser disc players. These all-in-one units
provide a number of video input/output
configurations and come with a starter
library of high quality animation clips.
The AstroFX 1.1 and 2.1 are MPEG based
video playback devices that can produce
video qualities comparable to D-l and Betacam SP (a substantial improvement over
VHS and other consumer formats.) AstroFX
2.1 adds component video outputs, higher
data rates, increased video storage, and an
Ethernet port among other features over and
above the 1.1 model.
The AstroFX 3.1 is a somewhat different
product, and behaves much like a Betacam
recorder/player - with the exception that
you can instantly access any clip for playback. AstroFX 3.1 has the ability to record a
standard analog video signal directly from
connectors on its front panel. This makes it
ideal for assembling clips from your existing
library of video tapes and laser discs and
putting them into a randomly accessible
form. This flexibility comes at a price. Not
only is the unit more expensive, but the digital video files that it creates are much larger
than those on the 1.1 and 2.1 systems, reducing the amount of video that you can store
on a given hard drive.
Bowen Productions has also assembled a
workstation, the AstroFXCreator, to help
you develop and modify your own digital
video clips from animation or other sources.
They've also developed two related products
called the AstroFXPresentor and the
ExhibitFX. Visit their web site for more
details. Prices start at $2995.

Some other digital video server
look at:
www.plutotech.com
www.accom.com
www.pinnaclesys.com
www.videomedia.com
www.drastictech.com
www.multimediasystems.de
V'UI!I.II'l...'C:.;)

New

DVDis
closer to home.
announced a new DVD recorder
that can create discs that are nl.""",hl",
home or PC DVD
The recorder is
less than $5000 (it used to be $17000)
rec:ofldirl!! media (the disk itself) is less
$50 for 4.7GB of storage. It can also use as a
back-up medium, recording
files
and folders to disc. Discs can be formatted as
read-write, or write only for sensitive
al.
This new player is in contrast to several
DVD-RAM and DVD-ROM drives out there
that can record on a DVD, but the 1"OCl,I-t-';nrr
discs can
be used in the same
drive in which they were created There are
several specifications for DVD and
dia titles, but so far, Pioneer is the
dor to offer a device that can create a
disc of the very same format used
cation houses when !H(1AJlHJ;:
masters. Those in-the-know are
competition from several Japal1.e~;e
nies, and Philips is eX1Jected
unit available this fall.
neerusa.com.
A'V'JAUAA,..,

Visual Circuits Corporation
5155 East River Road Suite 401
Minneapolis, MN 55421
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If there's one

that the .'V'"'u.",,.....
(such as it may be) reinforces for
my love
copy.
and
as modern technology is, sometimes an old-fashioned
with
offers comfort level

n-r,"\n!.ol'TI

the rudiments,
$21
case is available for these.
Some other
useful
for teachimg
modern astronomical tools include a
astrolabe (made of cardboard with
metallic surface, to be assembled from a

mariner's astrolabe
a
and a
surfaced cardboard parts, for
of kit-assembled devices referred
Time" (a nocturnal, a .:>ULlAU.'''',
n.olrnp,tll:;Ji calendar
2016,
for $18 for all three).

astronomical tralGrtlOnS,
used to be that double star
serious
in which telleSCODllsts

Center, Box 2100, Stn. "M," Loc. #73, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada T2P 2M5, telephone +1 403221-3732, fax: +1403-237-0186, recently sent
me a preview tape of a children's planetarium program the science center has begun to
market. It's called "The Great Space Treasure
Hunt."
A green-furred alien named Bleamer from
the planet Snoozer finds a treasure map in
his attic, and the audience joins him and his
trusty spot of light called "Spot" (who proves
valuable at pOinting things out) on a journey
across space, following the map to where /IX
marks the spot." The journey leads to the
Milky Way Galaxy, past a vain Cassiopeia
with a sob story to tell, to the Big Dipper and
through nebulae to the solar system, where
the trail eventually leads to the treasure: a
beautiful blue-white gem with which you're
all familiar.
The program features an engaging Bleamer and several catchy songs, and is quite nice
from the sound of the tape. The program, designed for children ages 4 to 8, is 35 minutes
long and includes 145 single slides, three 12panel panoramas and three partial pans,
with some visuals (blast-off effect, galaxy,
comets, planets and moons) left for you to
fill in. The show kit also includes an annotated script, production notes, and a soundtrack
available in a variety of formats, and sells for
$899 U.S. with a six- to eight-week delivery
time.
Susan reports that the children's program
"In My Backyard" is still available from the
science center as well. My facility purchased
this program several years back and we like
it very much. The show features children's
performer Fred Penner taking the audience
on an exploration of his back yard as the seasons change, looking at the natural world on
the Earth and in the sky as he leads the participants in several Sing-along songs. One of
the things I really like about the program is
that it covers more than just the sky. The
price was about $1,200 U.s. when we bought
it a few years ago.
For more information on either program
and/or to order, contact Susan Cannon as
given above.

Stories were told after dark when the
mind's eye sees most clearly. Winter
evenings were best, when the children
were lying under their buffalo robes and
the fire was glowing at the center of the
tipt. After the sounds in the camp had
grown quiet and the deer had come out
to graze, the storyteller would smooth
the earth in front on him; rubbing his
hands together, he would pass them over
his head and body. He was that the
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Creator had made people out of the
earth and would be witness to the truth
of the story he was going to tell ...

Some months ago, I was browsing in the
bookstore of a museum specializing in
American western history and stumbled
across of series of wonderful short books,
both paperback and hardback, each featuring a single Native American story as retold
and illustrated by Paul Goble. The quotation
above forms the preface for Her Seven
Brothers (ISBN 0-689-71730-X), a retelling of
the Cheyenne story better know as liThe
Quillwork Girl," about a girl who makes
seven sets of clothing decorated with porcupine quills which she gives to seven brothers
who adopt her as their sister. But soon the
Buffalo Chief covets the Quillwork Girl and
her skill, and she and her seven adopted
brothers, using the magiC of the youngest,
escape into the sky to become the stars of
the Big Dipper - she and the youngest
brother marked by Mizar and Aleor.
It's a fairly well-know story, beautifully
told in the spare words and cadence of
Native American storytelling style, and
beautifully visualized in stylistiC artwork
rich in color and intricate design. All in all,
it's a true pleasure to absorb.
Goble has a number of other books in the
series just as good, including several involving American Indian sky myths. These
include Star Boy (ISBN 0-689-71499-8),
recounting the Blackfeet version of the ubiquitous Northern Plains story of the girl who
married a star and the subsequent trials of
their son, the Star Boy; The Great Race (ISBN
0-689-71452-1), a Lakota (Sioux) story of how
the two-leggeds (people and birds) and the
four-leggeds ran a great race around the
Black Hills of South Dakota to see whether
buffalo or people would prevail on the
Earth; and The Lost Children (ISBN 0-02736555-7), another Blackfeet tale about six
brothers who were neglected by their tribe
and went up into the sky to become the
"Bunched Stars" - the Pleiades.
I found The Lost Children as a hard cover
volume, published by Bradbury Press, Macmillan Publishing Company, 866 third
Avenue, New York, New York 10022 USA; it
retailed for about $15 U.s. The others were all
paperback volumes published by Aladdin
Paperbacks, Simon & Shuster, Children's
Publishing Division, 1230 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York, 10020, and
sold for about $6.
If you're not aware of these books but
have an interest in Native American sky
myths, do check them out; they'd make
great offerings in your gift shop.
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Inside-Out Star ........."" .........
into my museum's
new things (at least new to me). A
visit turned up a
of
'Inflate-A-Globe." These are alrHAl ..ln .. th,p-rl::1TIl
inflatable celestial
stars and the
them with colorful constellation
exactl y
of the
atlases, but somewhat reminiscent
modem and cruder sense).
What I found curious about
that they did not
the standard
wards" patterns you would see if
actually outside the celestial
in. Instead,
sported star patterns
ures as you would see them from
celestial
as you looked
Earth. I'm of two minds about whether
this or not. It's a
error,
not sure backwards constellations on
outside surface of a celestial
uninitiated to
the patterns
would expect to see in the night
can be confusing. In any case, these
the dark and can serve as an Int~XDlenSl
decoration - and
can
you to solve the conundrum.
sale for $5 U.S. each and inflate to a diameter
of16 inches (41 cm).
sold
Globes, 2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview,
60153 USA,
+1 708 343 0900.
"'Baseball1Jeen
Good
We're ~"'~"''''''''''<T
mer, and in a number of countries,
means baseball season. Now you can
mic and
all at once with the
Earth Baseball - a ball of
weight but which has
white skin with a <"unTt-,,:>T.r
tion of the Earth as
NASA satellite
The continents
brown and green, the oceans blue, the
caps and clouds white. It's
attractive (if
perhaps harder to
your eye
standing out on its trajectory as wen
white) and perfect for those Pl~metal]Ulm
staff picnics when you want to
a little
is $2.50 U.S.,
catch. The wholesale
can be ordered from
Association,
Inc., 44 Mitchell Road, P.O. Box 667,
Massachusetts 01938 USA, telc=pnlone:
541 2929. The Planet Earth Baseball
whole new
to that old spiritual
"He's Got the Whole World In His Mitt
er,
Hands."
On that summery note, even as
hits in the Southern HemispJ1.ere,
close. Remember to let me know
things you encounter. And until next
what's new?
\..-AU'J''',- .....

'''''IO<H"CU
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NEW!
Solar System Panorama Set by

~ Panorama Set includes:
• The Sun (a very active chord view)
• All nine planets (separate ring for Saturn)
• The Asteroids
• Earth's moon

Best of all
this beautiful
set is only:

$495

The set is shot in standard 25% overlap and comes to you already opaq
masked and mounted. 50% overlap sets are available for only $100 more.

Order From:

Call 1-800-JHE-5960

Joe Hopkins Engineering
4301 32nd Street West C-1
Bradenton, FL 34205

There's a joke going around about a programmer charged with updating all of his
organization's computer files to take care of
the "Y-to-K date change". After months of
work he reports that the job is done. Dutihe modified all date references to read:
"Januark, Februark, March, April, Mak, June,
Julk,
October, November,
and December", as well as: "Sundak, Mondak,
Tuesdak, Wednesdak, Thursdak, Fridak, and
Saturdak"
If that joke doesn't make any sense to you,
then maybe you're one of the few people left
in the civilized world who hasn't heard of
the Y2K
or the Millennium Bug, as
it's also known. Even Macintosh computer
owners know about it, and they don't have
to worry about it
their machines!
spent the last few
But,
in your
chamyears
ber and haven't heard the news, let me tell
you about the Y2K bug. The
is that
many computers
in use have software that tracks the calendar year using just
the last two
Thus, "1999" is known
as 1/99/1 to the computer. This was done,
supposedly, to maximize the use of memory
in the
computers which didn't have
much to spare. This technique works fine
until the calendar odometer racks up the
year "99/1. As it rolls over to "00" the computer may well think that it's 1900 instead of
2000!
Even casual contact with the mass media
could lead you to believe that this Y2K bug
will be the end of civilization as we know it,
or at least the nearest thing yet to Armageddon well, at least since the Jupiter Effect.
You remember
Effect, don't
All this got me
about what effect
Y2K
have on us
Will our
go dark and our domes cave
at the stroke of
on New Year's
Eve? Well, yes, no, and
- not necessari-
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in that order! The answers
which
and software we're
about and what your local infrastructure
have, or haven't done.
The problem affects three main areas for
First there are the computers
that may control our star
automation systems, and other 'in-dome'
menf. Then, there are the other computers
that we may use for everything from ticketto reservations to surfing the 'net. Last,
but by no means least, are the computers
that power utilities like electric power,
water, and telephones that we and our customers
on every day.
There's not much you can do about the
infrastructure computers other than contacting them to find out what they have done,
or are doing, about Y2K to prevent ;~,-~~.,,~
tions of service. You could
a generaand drill a well
tor to power your
to get water for your rest rooms. But, if vital
utilities are
in your area, your customers will most likely be too
with the
on the home front to
have time to go to a
show
way.
As to your reservation and other
dome computers, you can and should
them to make sure
are Y2K r-n.~.~i;.,~'"
This involves
at least two areas.
First make sure, if you're using a PC or other
sysnon-Mac computer, that the
tem will handle dates
1999. Check
have
with the software manufacturer.
this information on their web sites. Also
check with the manufacturer of the
ware to see if the BIOS is Y2K comt:)lialnt
not,
may have an
that
download for free from their web
same advice goes for any software Cln..-.."r"_
tions that you are using on these r,-.. ...... v"' ... ~_r
I found a great little free
"Ontrack Y2K Advisor" available at
www.ontrack.com/op/op_6.asp Once
loaded and installed on a 3.5 inch
can use this program to test any PC with
inch floppy drive. Simply boot the system
with the disk in the drive and the software
will automatically test the Real Time
(RTC) and Basic Input/Output
(BIOS)
for potential year 2000 problems.
The Microsoft web site (www.microsoft
.com) has lots of information about which of
their products are Y2K ready as well as free
download patches and upgrades that will fix
many of the ones that are not.
Checking with the manufacturer is also
advice when it comes to your in-dome
computer systems. I contacted a number of
the major vendors of computer based
tarium systems and asked about the Y2K status of their
Gansz
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Christine Shu pia, Assistant
Planetarium Manager
Dorrance Planetarium
Arizona Science Center
600 E. Washington St.
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
(1) 602-716-2078
(1) 602-716-2099 fax
shuplac@azscience.org
I hope everyone has a wonderful summer!
Mine promises to be different. By the time
you receive this, my husband Martin Shupla
and I will have our first baby. I hope to do
some work from home during the summer,
so I will still be keeping in touch, and will be
back to full speed in plenty of time for our
multi-regional conference DesertSkies in
October.

Congratulations
to Dr. Roger Reede (former Planetarium
Director at Southwest State University in
Marshall, Minnesota) who retired in May. His
colleagues at Southwest State University stated, "Roger has established a high level of
excellence in his years as director and will be
sorely missed by his students and colleagues.
In his 25 years of service, Roger has given
planetarium shows to an estimated 69,500
students and visitors. What's more remarkable is that he did all that being a part-time
director!" I know that Ken Murphy (the new
Planetarium Director at Southwest State
University) speaks for many others when he
says, "Thanks, Rog., for all those years of outstanding service!"
to Richard Monda (Planetarium Director,
Schenectady Museum & Planetarium, Schenectady, New York) who received an honorable mention in the 1999 Boeing Science
Writing contest for his essay, Chasing the
Moon's Shadow: A (Totally) Awesome Experience. The article describes his trip to observe

the February 1998 eclipse in Aruba, and will
be published in a forthcoming issue of the
Griffith Observer.

to Val Gonzales (former Director of
Theaters, Fels Planetarium, Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia) who retired after twenty-seven
years. Derrick Pitts (new Director of Planetarium Programs) reported that Val had
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served as a planetarium lecturer, Planetarium
Assistant Director, and Director of Theaters,
but had done every aspect of the job from
artist and photographer to rehab coordinator
and staff party host. Derrick said, "While we
wish him great happiness in his well deserved
retirement, we will miss his knowledge and
experience."
to Arnie Gallagher (Astronomy Educator at
Hayden Planetarium, New York City) who
was recently elected as MAPS new PresidentElect.
to GLPA President and retired planetarian
Dan Francetic, whose granddaughter Jocylen
was born last September 1st!

member in the Pacific Planetarium
Association, and was most often at me~etiings
with Patrice Warren, his wife. Patrice
that Don and she first met when she was taking his astronomy course at Canada
in Redwood City, California. He
that college for one semester, nelp]ng
until they could find a permanent instructor.
Hansen Planetarium regretfully announced the passing of Kent Whitney, who died at
the young age of 47, passing peacefully his
sleep on April 10 th, 1999. He had served as
Hansen's Facilities Manager for just over a
year, and called his position the
dreams.

Our Condolences

Best Wishes

The planetarium field has lost some valuable players in the past few months:
Gary Jay Close, 59, of Roanoke, passed
away February I, 1999. Gary was employed as
Director of the Hopkins Planetarium at the
Science Museum of Western Virginia, where
he worked in various capacities for 18 years.
Gary was an active member of the Roanoke
Appalachian Trail Club and of the Roanoke
Valley Astronomical Society. Gary was a
member of the International Planetarium Society, Great Lakes Planetarium Association,
and the Southeast Planetarium Association,
and hosted the SEPA conference just last year.
Drew Foster (now at East Coast Controls) had
a few personal words to say: "Gary was a great
guy and I will miss him. We worked together
for 8 years, survived numerous changes of
directors, policies and hundreds of volunteers
and co-workers. We also shared a lot of great
benchmarks in the history of the science
museum and planetarium. Never a dull
moment. May Gary live on in the work and
play that we all know was Gary the
astronomer and Gary the trail master."
Don Warren passed away on Sunday, April
4th. In 1966, Don ran the 40-foot planetarium
at the Rosecrucian Egyptian Museum in San
Jose, then moved on a couple of years later to
become the Assistant Supervisor of Morrison
Planetarium in San Francisco under Robert D.
Risser. He held that position until the 1970s,
when he left to devote full-time to teaching,
and eventually became the head of the
Astronomy Department at City College of
San Francisco. He was a long-time, and possibly founding, member of the Pacific Planetarium Association. Don was very active in
amateur astronomy, particularly with the
Astronomical Association of Northern
California, which is an organization of many
amateur astronomy clubs, and was heavily
involved in the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific. According to Edna DeVore (SETI
Institute, Mountain View, California) Don
Warren cared about science, and he cared
about his students. Don was a

Dr. Gary Carlson of Midland Lutheran
College's Lueninghoener Planetarium suffered a mild heart attack this spring. He gave
up all of his planetarium shows and classes
for the remainder of the semester. We all
wish him a speedy recovery.
Tom Stec, retired planetarian from
Buckingham, Pennsylvania, and a former
President of MAPS, underwent a successful
coronary bypass operation this past
Fortunately, Tom is recovering on schedule
and reports that he is feeling great.
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People on

a

Move:

Todd K. Slisher (former Manager at the
Gibbes Planetarium in Columbia, South
olina) is now the Manager of the
Planetarium (Pink Palace Museum) in
phis. (The position has been vacant since
Kathey Nix was promoted to Theater's
Manager there last year.)
John G. Radzilowicz (former Associate
Director of the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium in Concord, New Hampshire) is the new
Director at the Henry Buhl,Jr. Planetarium &
Observatory (Carnegie Science Center, Pittsburgh).
Ken Murphy is the new Planetarium Director (as of May '99) and Assistant Professor of
Physics at Southwest State University in
Marshall, Minnesota.
Derrick Pitts (formerly the Chief Astronomer of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia)
is the new Director of Planetarium Programs
for the Fels Planetarium.
Tom Hocking (Dome-L moderator) has
joined the staff of Bowen Productions. Tom
will conduct training for and will demo
Bowen's new AstroFX and ExhibitFX
lines and will train space theater clients as to
the operation of new turnkey theater system
installations their company provides. He also
will serve to oversee the accuracy of the science presented by their AstroNotes show
series.
Bowen Productions also announced the
Vol.
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addition of 3-D graphic designer/animator Ed
Pritz. A graduate of Indiana University school
of fine arts, Ed is literate in Alias, 3DMax, and
all of the 2-D art tools. Ed is currently completing art and video animation sequences
for the new Bowen show "Mystery of the
Missing Seasons".
Drew Foster, formerly of Hopkins Planetarium in Roanoke, Virginia, Bishop Planetarium in Bradenton, Florida, and A.V.!. Lasers
in Orlando, Florida, has joined East Coast
Control Systems.
Jonathan Ausubel has taken over the position of Program Coordinator at the Daniel B.
Milliken Planetarium at Chaffey College
(http://209.129 .13.65/Planet/Pln tMain.h tml)
in Rancho Cucamonga, California. This is Dr.
Ausubel's first planetarium job. He is also a
full-time English professor at the College.
Steve Schmidt (formerly the Director of
the Blakemore Planetarium at the Museum of
the Southwest in Midland, Texas) is now the
As~ronomy Programs Coordinator at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History in Santa Barbara, California. Steve reports that his
position involves the care and oversight of
the largely volunteer-operated Gladwin Planetarium, a 25-ft dome featuring a Spitz A3P
with concentric bench-style seating for 60; a
"Space Lab" gallery featuring a 35-ft Foucault
pendulum, gravity well, Geochron and other
displays; and the Palmer Observatory, which
houses an 18/1 reflecting telescope.
The new Acting Director of the Blakemore
Planetarium at the Museum of the Southwest
in Midland is Gene Hardy, past President of
the West Texas Astronomers club.

Corrections
In the March issue, I incorrectly specified
Steve Tidey's position as Director of the
Maryvale Schools Planetarium, in Buffalo,
New York. Steve is the Assistant Director; the
Director is Kathy Michaels. I apologize for the
error.

Did you know
Kevin Conod (Astronomer, Dreyfuss Planetarium, Newark Museum) has been writing a
weekly astronomy column for Newark's StarLedger, the state's largest newspaper. Kevin
says, "So far, so good ... except for one Monday morning when an editor at the Star-Ledger got into a panic because she received a
complaint that the star map had been printed'backwards. There was nothing wrong with
the map, but I had a devil of a time trying to
explain to her that it was indeed correct!"
The new planetarium in Melbourne, Australia (part of Museum Victoria), will be opening in September, building schedules willing!
The new facility will be under a 15 meter
Astro-Tec dome, housing a Digistar II and an
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array of video and slide projectors and
automation supplied by Sky-Skan. Their new
team has been complete since January is led
by Jack White, Producer, who comes from
television, having made documentaries,
series and educational packages and also have
experience in commissioning new studio and
post-production facilities for satellite delivery. Tony Papenfuss is their Programmer and
IT Manager; he is an astrophysicist and has
just delivered his Ph.D. on solar atmosphere.
During January Tony was at E&S in Salt Lake
City for his first D2 course and spent some
time at the Hansen Planetarium. Tanya Hill is
their Astronomer and Science Communicator; she was a guide lecturer at Sydney
Observatory and teaching at Sydney University while working on her Ph.D. on Starburst
and Seyfert galaxies. Richard Allen is their
Assistant Programmer/Researcher; Richard
worked in the previous planetarium at
Melbourne for 13 years, and brings a wealth
of astronomical and production experience
to the team.
Noreen Grice (Education Associate, Charles
Hayden Planetarium, Boston Museum of
Science) has begun to write the astronomy
section of the well-known childrens' magazine, Odyssey.
Remember the beautiful alignment of the
planets this past spring? Tom Callen (Astronomer/Program Producer, Cosmonova Omnitheater, Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet, Stockholm, Sweden) said that he certainly enjoyed
the view. Up in Stockholm, the latitude is
59°N 19.80m. Mariana Back (Teknorama, the
Swedish Museum of Technology in. Stockholm), her teenage son, Svante, his girlfriend,
Anna, and Tom saw Mercury, Jupiter, Venus
and Saturn naked eye with no difficulty at
18.00 CET from their house on the island of
Rindo, which is located out in the Stockholm
Archipelago (35km NE of Stockholm).
Mercury was some 9 degrees above the horizon, while Saturn stood at about 31 degrees;
the angular separation between these two
planets was also the same, about 31 degrees.
All told, an excellent example of the ecliptic
plane. At the same time the first of two full
moons in March was standing over 10 degrees
above the eastern horizon.
Chris Reed has said that CSR Media's 20minute instructional vignette presentation
"Universal Mysteries" show is now shipping.
The show package includes production
gUide, CD soundtrack, and 70 plastic-mounted slides for US$355.00. For more information
and demo materials, planetarians can visit
their web. site at http://www.csrmedia
.com/planet, or call them at (303) 612-0576.
Barbara Baber (SWAP President and Planetarium Coordinator, Morgan Jones Planetarium, Abilene, Texas) says that SWAP is already
working on their multi-regional conference
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in Dallas, for 2000.
buses and hotels and
(Director, Russell Planetari urn, ME~S'qlU1te.,
Texas) will handle reg;istI~at:ion.
(Director, Richardson ISD Planetarium.
Dallas) and Jan Wallace (Director, AndreW's
ISD Planetarium" Andrew~, Texas) will be cochairwomen to
its
various planetarium meeting
Jan can't say enough good things about the
work that Jon Frantz (East Coast Control
terns) has done in her theater.
have the
ECCS Pleiades Cove lighting system and
about 25 slide projectors, two different kids of
slews, a zoom, around 15 special effects projectors, and a laserdisc player all controlled
ECCS. All are programmable and many have
manual control. This summer the plzme'taI'lurn will be newly carpeted and seats rej:laired.
Ahhh, the wonders of a renovated theater!
Speaking of which, this spring the
Planetarium in Memphis, Tennessee,
completed a major renovation which included a overhaul for their Minolta/Viewlex
Series IV, new seats and carpeting, a new
tal 8-channel audio system from Bowen
Productions, a new automation system from
East Coast Control Systems and a new Barco
video projector. Todd K. Slisher (Manager)
says that the staff is very excited about the
improvements!
Perhaps the only thing nicer than a renovated theater is a new theater! Karen Klamczynsld (Director of the Barlow Planetarium
in Menasha, Wisconsin) says they celebrated
the planetarium's first birthday on March 20,
1999. First year attendance exceeded expectations by 56%. During the first year, 42,000
people (including 19,000 school children on
field trips) visited the planetariuml The
Barlow has a SO-foot dome,
tilt,
Digistar II, and Sky-Skan eqUipment.
Martin Ratcliffe (IPS President-Elect and
Director of Theaters & Media Services at
Exploration Place, Wichita, Kansas) states
that by June their "Land" building will be
almost complete, and installation of the scaffolding for the new 60-foot Astro-Tec dome
will begin in August. Exploration Place will
house the largest StarRider dome
in
the world when it opens in March 2000. The
facility includes the 170-seat Cyberdome
Theater and the Digital Design Studio (DDS)
production facility that will be visible from
the entrance lobby. As visitors queue, they
will see a five-minute presentation in the
DDS about how StarRider shows are made.
The "Island" building is also nearing rAlrnr'I<>_
tion and will house a broadcasting weather
lab operated by Wichita's local NBC affiliate,
plus six pavilions housing the exhibit areas.
Donna Pierce (Director, Richardson ISD
Planetarium, Dallas) says that golf is taking
over her life! She took 13 Highland Park girls
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to District came out with 1st
(70,73,
76) with a 293 which is awesome ... even got
the liB" team out and won all-medalist (1 thru
6)! Yea to HP Golf! Donna has 34
and
seniors in
astronomy, and
(Planetarium & Observatory Director,
St. Marks Planetarium Observatory, Dallas)
Marks one
the
set up his 12" at
students
the viewing
the way, Steve reports that the St. Marks
Planetarium is now the host for the Texas
New Astronomers
about 20
amateur astronomers meeting there once a
month to learn the basics about "h,cal"'<7;"",-y

P,pir.......~ ...n started
Mark enlisted the expert
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more than three
weeks to create the
got
20 hours
As soon as the script was
to Troy to tape the narration, then ''-'-VH.'C;U
creative
music for the s011ndtI~ack
and coordinated timings with Jim. In
tion to the show
Mark contacted
to
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Mauna Kea,
Australian
Space
in
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What
all

common?

A spectacular

Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-Helios

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from space.
shutters mean ""n·""'...·..,"""'"
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions give manual mode the ease
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GO TO features goes on and on. Contact your nearest re]JreSelltBltnre
find out what your planetarium could be like.

The GI014si offers Space Simulator functions
GOTO's exclusive automatic lamp
mechanism. No more shows lost to lamp burnout.
With the
your spare
leaps into
action with a simple touch of a
at the
console. Simple, fast and efficient. That's a GOTO
Planetarium.

4-16 Yasaki-cho Fuchu-shi,

JAPAN

GI014si

TEL: IntI No. +81-423-62-5312
FAX: IntI No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: info@goto.co.jp

t
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Sweden
+462310 177
+46 2310 137 fax
Ibr@planetarium.euromail.se
www.dalnet.se/-stella/
This column is being finalized just after a
couple of days visit to st. Petersburg. A colleague of mine, Dr. Yurii Koptev at loffe
Physico-Technical Institute, brought me in
contact with Dr. Engel Karpeev, Director of
the Lomonosow Museum. There, I got a very
special presentation of the 17th century
Gottorp Globe - predecessor of the modern
planetarium. The globe is situated in a room
on top of the museum; it is boxed, in need of
repair, and not available for the general public to visit. Karpeev, who is writing a book
about the globe and seeking funds for its
restoration, let me even climb inside to
touch the crystal stars and watch the painted
constellations. I plan to tell more about the
globe and my visit another time.
The International News column depends
entirely on contributions that I receive from
IPS Affiliate Associations all over the world.
Please continue to contribute as you have
done before. In order to be sure that your
text will make it into the column, please
send it so I have it at the first day of the Planetarian deadline month, preferably bye-mail
- send only regular text, please! The deadlines
for contributions to No. 3/99 is thus 1 July,
and for No. 4/991 October.
Thanks to Bart Benjamin, Ignacio Castro,
Jon Elvert, Jean-Michel Faidit, John Hare,
Shoichi Itoh, Loris Ramponi, and Christine
Shupla, for your contributions to International News. You are welcome back with
new reports, and I look forward to reports
from other Associations as welL Please
remember that a short note is also appreciated!

Association
Planetariums

French-Speaking

Soon it is time for the total solar eclipse of
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11 August 1999, the first in France since 1961
and the last before 2059, the eclipse going
from Cherbourg to Strasbourg, passing just
north of Paris. Of course, many planetariums, everywhere in France, are planning special programs on this event with shows,
expos and demonstrations. Three planetariums are on the path of the umbra: La Hague
near Cherbourg, opening at the time of the
eclipse; Reims, with a special show written
by Philippe Simonnet, Eclipses en Champagne,
and Strasbourg, with a show and a musical
creation and concert by Hubert Donnefeld.
Prof. Agnes Acker, APLF President, acts as
European coordinator between Planetariums
(APLF - Planetarium de Strasbourg, fax +33
388212045).
Still in Strasbourg, the Annual Meeting of
APLF welcomed in May the International
Meeting of Small and Portable Planetariums
with IPS Committee Chair Susan Reynolds.
There will be a report on the event in the
next Planetarian. A Directory of European
Small and Mobile Planetariums is being edited
by Dr. ].-M. Faidit (fax +33 467 611 008) and
will be printed after the meeting.

Association of Mexican
urns

H.I'~''''''''''''''''', .... _

The XXIX Annual meeting of the Association of Mexican Planetariums took place
at the Centro Cultural Tijuana in Tijuana,
Baja California, Mexico. Coinciding with
Universe 99, a meeting of the Baja California
Astronomical Society, offering astronomy
lectures, and even a field trip to Mount
Palomar Observatory, for its participants as
well as a Sun Festival on 21 March with Sun
Telescope Observations.
AMPAC thanks Lie. Alfredo Alvarez
Cardenas, Director of the Tijuana Cultural
Center and Lilyana Rios Vazquez, manager
of Science and Culture of the Center, for
their kind hospitality, having proved to be
excellent hosts who cared for the 14 delegates as being members of their family!
Former AMPAC President Miguel Angel
Delgado from the Centro Cultural Alfa
Planetarium was congratulated for his last
two terms. As a president, among the many
things he accomplished was the publication
in Spanish of the United Nations Book
Planetariums: A Challenge for Educators.
Current President Jose de la Herran from
the Universum Science Center is planning a
planetarium somewhere as soon as funds are
available. Lilyana Rios was elected Secretary
and Miguel Angel Mota from the Rehilete
Science Center Planetarium was elected
Treasurer. Gabriel Munoz, Director of the
Morelia Planetarium, was unanimously
elected President Elect and Vice President by
the Association. He will be President during
Planetarian

the 2001- 2003 term. Remember
will be host for this IPS 2002 Internlatlon;al
Conference.
Arq. Domingo
Semerena,
senting the Centro Cultural, "" "'H'
Merida, Yucatan (inaugurated on 6
told us about the Center's decision to have a
tarium. No supplier has been
since funding is in the process. His
Calle 62 sin X 61, Merida, Yucatan, IVH':AJ.'-V.
Slides and videos
the
the Space
to the
""Y,,,,,,,,.+-,,,~;.I-,, to order
The site for the year 2000 Annual m(~etinj2;
hasn't been decided since three IJV;)::>lLHHlIC::'
exist at present, either at the Rehilete
tarium in Pachuca, or the San Luis
SNTE Planetarium, and llVIJCJlUU
Centro Cultural
Planetarium.
;)\;C11;;'-'.I;;U

Great
Obituary: Dan Goins
February the sad news from Dan Smith
Bob Ernst's wife died. She had been
some time. Ernst was the Armand
turer at the last GLP A Conference.
minois News. The Illinois State M(~etmg
was held on 24 April at the John
Planetarium on the campus of AU2:ustana
College in Rock Island.
In March, the Cernan Earth and
Center at Triton College in River Grove
corned renowned dinosaur expert Dr.
Sereno for its member's
Event.
April, the Cernan Center received an
laser projection system. This
Cern an Center presented Arctic
Xtra Terrestrial Files, Rusty Rocket,
Whiz!, and three different laser light shows.
In February, filming took
Cernan Center theater for an
CBS television series Early Edition.
Planetarium in Normal recently Dn~seJntE~d
Larry Cat in Space and Sky Watchers
Ancient Mexico. During the autumn semester,
two new aides joined the
staff,
Benjamin Thompson and Jacquelyn Kelbe.
The Lakeview Museum Planetarium
cently presented Where in the Universe is
Carmen Sandiego?, Galaxies, and The Xtra
Terrestrial Files. Recent laser light shows were
Country USA, Pink Floyd's The Wall and
Zeppelin's Greatest Hits. In addition to
Interplanetary Bicycle Ride in July, Lakeview
inaugurated the Interplanetary Walk/Run
received
April. The planetarium
$15,000 grant from the Bielfeldt Foundation
system,
and installed a Pleiades
William M. Staerkel Planetarium
Champaign
showed
Prairie

Skies, Larry Cat in Space, The Space Shuttle: An
American Adventure, the new light show,
Pink Floyd's Wish You Were Here, and Rusty
Rocket. In April, a live four-piece band pre-

sented a live light show.
In January 1999, the Strickler Planetarium
at Olivet Nazarene University in Kankakee
completed a three-year upgrade to its sound
system. Amazing Stargazing and Rusty Rocket
was offered to the area schools. The
Waubonsie Planetarium in Aurora had new
seats installed during the winter break. On
29·30 January, a meeting of the Near and Far
Sciences for lllinois Program was held jointly
between Waubonsie and the Cernan Earth
and Space Center. This workshop provided
many opportunities and tools to aid teachers
of all grade levels in teaching astronomy.
Indiana News. The Indiana State Meeting
was held on 30 April and 1 May at the
Merrillville Planetarium, with a side trip to
the Adler Planetarium in Chicago.
The Muncie Community Schools Planetarium recently premiered Hercules and
Other Super Heroes to school groups. They
also participated in LIVE From the Sun including the electronic field trip in March.
Michigan News. The Michigan State

Meeting was held on 17 April at the McMath
Planetarium at the Cranbrook Institute in
Bloomfield Hills.
The Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids
recently ran a weather show and Garfield, a
Cat for All Seasons. They have started their
Star Station One demonstrations about the
International Space Station. The Delta
College Planetarium & Learning Center in
Bay City premiered The Cowboy Astronomer
in March as its feature show. The Henry Ford
Community College Planetarium in Dearborn entertained nine field trip groups last
fall and already has seven more scheduled
for this winter and spring.
The Kalamazoo Valley Museum & Planetarium recently ran Sky Legends of the Three
Fires, Bear Tales, and The Lighthearted
Astronomer. The Longway Planetarium in
Flint recently presented Don't Duck, Look Up!,
Worlds of Wonder, and a special program
called Portraits of Freedom. Also new at
Longway is a classroom in which a variety of
hands-on activities are offered to school
groups.
The McMath Planetarium at the Cranbrook Institute in Bloomfield Hills premiered its new Digistar in February. The

Peter Hurst Planetarium in Jackson -r~r'~ni-Iu
presented Just Imagine. The Shiras Planetarium in Marquette recently
The
Universe of Dr. Einstein and Down to the
Surface of Mars, which is about the Mars
Global surveyor. The Michigan Digistar
etariums are attempting to develop a
show that can be jointly run and advertised.
Ohio News. The Ohio State
was
held on 24 April at the Clark Planetarium in
Portsmouth.
12
Alan Bean, artist-astronaut of
fame, recently spoke at the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History, showing his
artistic side as well as sharing his astronaut
experiences. CRAP met in February at the
Lakewood High School Planetarium. The
planetarium boasts a venerable Spitz A2
with its classic dodecahedron, the oldest star
projector in Cleveland. Wes Orloff and GLPA
President Dan Francetic were presented with
retirement gifts.
GLPA President-Elect Jeanne Bishop is
now in her third year of coaching Science
Olympiad teams from the Westlake Middle
and High Schools. Last year her team placed
first in Ohio in an event called Mission
Possible. Is This the End of the World? was the

spring program at Bowling Green. Inspired
by the approaching change of millennium,
the program looks at the end of the world
topic in both spatial and a temporal sense.
Youngstown's Ward Beecher Planetarium
recently ran their own version of The Grand
Tour, and Journey into the Living CelL
Wisconsin/Minnesota News. The WIMP
meeting was held 26-27 March in Waukesha,
Wisconsin hosted by Dave DeRemer.
At the Minneapolis Planetarium, their 5th
annual Valentine show Romancing the Stars
sold out for two nights. They also presented
The Magical Millennium Tour, and Once in a
Blue Moon. In April, a new cove lighting system was installed.

Italian Planetaria's Friends Association
The new director of the Milan Planetarium, the main Italian Planetarium, is Fabio
Peri. The old instrument, offered by Hoepli
editor, will be probably changed. The
Planetarium is managed by the Municipality
of Milan.
The last total solar eclipse of the millennium visible in central Europe will be the big
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event of this year also for the Planetariums.
The first two astronomical trips organized
among the Italian planetariums are from the
domes of Modena and Lumezzane. The
Modena Planetarium propose to travel to
Graz in Austria, where the length of the
eclipse will be 70 seconds. Lumezzane Planetarium and Observatory proposes a six day
trip with stops in Geneva, to visit the European Center for Nuclear Research, and in
Strasbourg, one of the French cities inside
the eclipse path and where many old instruments and buildings of astronomical interest
can be visited.
An astronomy course for the guides of natural parks has been organized by Serafino
Zani Astronomical Observatory under the
dome of Lumezzane Planetarium. The initiative was a good success - participants came
from different national and regional parks and will be proposed each year in the last
weekend of February. The course is one of
the activities of the Star parks promoted at
national level by Lumezzane astronomical
organiza tions.
The two Planetari urns of Venice area
(Marghera and Venezia Lido) are planning
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for a new site, and during this long wait
are closed. The nearest planetarium is in the
City of Padua, managed
the local Amateur
Astronomer Association with increased
attendance during the last months in the
four meter dome due to school activities.

Japan Planetarium
JPS regional meetings named block meetings have been held in several areas. On 26
November, the Kinki block meeting was
hosted by newly repaired Akashi Astronomical Museum, which was damaged
Hanshin-dai-shinsai (Hanshin Big Earthquake on 18 January 1994). The Minami-kantoh block meeting has held at Yamanashi
Science Museum on 8 November. More than
20 members have discussed about plans of
next JPS annual conference which will be
hosted in September by Yamanashi Science
Museum.
On 11 November, the Chugoku-Shikoku
block meeting was hosted at Hiroshima
Children's Museum for Culture and Science.
The Kita-kantoh block meeting was held at
newly opened Gunma Observatory on 1
December. The Minami-kantoh block meet-
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ing was held again at Kawasaki city's
Yatsugatake Natural House for Youth on 7 to
9 March. On 10 March, the Tohoku block
meeting was held at Ohsaki Lifelong Study
Center. In each meeting, 10 to 25 members
have participated
Recently, planetarium programs which
use famous animation characters, such as
Ultra-man, Sailor-moon, and Doraemon, are
getting popular. Leonid meteors in
November fevered all over Japan where nice
conditions was expected. Enormous numbers of people moved to dark places out of
cities. So, traffic jams happened all night long
in all over Japan. Lots of planetariums prepared special programs for meteors since
summer. The special show program for digital all-sky video titled The Space Exploration
by Virtuarium, From Kitora Old Tomb To
Space was presented at Gotoh Planetarium in
Shibuya, Tokyo during the last summer. Lots
of audiences have enjoyed and been excited
by the voyages under the doom, from the
past to the future, or from earth to space,
supplied by 3-D computer graphic simulation system from Goto Opt. Mfg. Co.
In February, the new Japanese National
Teiescope Subaru at Hawaii got its first light
with 8.2-meter mirror. Then the Live from
Subaru special event program for kids, has
successfull y been done via CS TV and telephone TV conference systems at several
major planetariums and public observatories
throughout Japan. It was planned and organized by National Science Museum and
Japan National Observatory.

Nordic Planetarium Association
NPA'99: This year's Nordic Planetarium
Conference will take place at Tampereen
Sarkanniemi Planetarium, Tampere, Finland,
4-5 September. The meeting will start around
ten on Saturday morning and end about five
on Sunday evening.
The provisional program contains a guided tour of Sarkanniemi on Saturday before
lunch. Then a paper session 1330 1700 (with
break), membership meeting 1700 - 1800,
conference dinner (and sauna!). Sunday:
Paper session 0900 - 1100, mobile planetariums 1100 - 1200, and a workshop about digital image processing, 3D-animations and digital video editing 1330 - 1700. Those who are
interested in participation should contact
conference host Timo Rahunen, Tampereen
Sarkanniemi Oy, FIN -33230 Tampere,
Finland, e-mail timo.rahunen@sarkanniemi
.fi, phone +358-3-2488225, and fax +358-32121279.
News from Verne Theatre, HelsinkiVantaa, Finland: The amount of visitors for
the last year has been slightly better than
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expected (in Heureka, nearly 300 000 visitors, and the Verne theatre (the IMAX movie
and the planetarium show Written in the
stars around 140 000 visitors). Traditional
live shows were attended by 1500 school
children.
Last October Harri Hietala and Simo
Pirinen participated in Carl Zeiss 75 years of
planetarium Meeting. Remember, Verne theatre is equipped with the very first fiberoptics constructed star ball Universarium,
which now has its lO-year anniversary now.
Seeing the modern Universarium and Starmaster projectors made them slightly unrelaxed because sometimes they have to do a
major repair of the electronics of the Verne
star ball, and it is very difficult job to do even Carl Zeiss is not able to do some refinements for their projector because the new
units are totally different. Also, the laser
video projector was a very interesting new
concept for video projection.
At the moment, Verne staff is working
actively with the next show about mapmaking (not about astronomy), and one with the
theme of Northern Lights. This show will
open next year. Finally, the Heureka has it's
lO-year anniversary this year, and some festival happened in late April there.
News from Tycho Brahe Planetarium,
Copenhagen, Denmark: Tycho Brahe Planetarium shows presently the film Pyramids of
Egypt with some astronomic content. The
Greek culture grow strong in the crossroads
between Middle East and Egypt. In both
places astronomy was important, although
in different ways. To accompany the film, a
long line of lectures, both for grownups and
for children, have been given. Model scenes
(in the scale 1:75) have been built, including a
2-meter high model of Cheops' Pyramid. The
Swedish Stardust exhibition was opened in
Mars and will be shown until August.
News from ProDome, Helsinki, Finland:
ProDome is the smallest planetarium technology manufacturer in the Nordic countries. During the last year they have developed a new model of the 2Pi all-sky projector
that is designed basically for 9-15m domes. It
has the same fish-eye projection lenses and
slide mechanism as the big brother 2Pi for
larger space theaters, but instead of a 5-7 kW
xenon lamp, the new 2Pi uses 1200 W HMI
arc lamp.
These are quite amazing light sources, over
three times as bright per watt than xenon
lamps. How much brighter than halogen
lamps? A few weeks ago it was measured in
the Sarkanniemi Planetarium, Tampere, that
has a 13 m dome with a new 0.4 reflective
coating on it. Their existing double 6x350 W
all-sky gives 0.75 candelas at center and
025 cd at the corners of each field sector (0.
Planetarian

The 2Pi all-sky gave 14 cd across
central region and 6 cd at the horizon,
is some 40% more than the standard
Omnimax films. The audience in
can now enjoy of the brilliant colors
daylight landscapes - and those of the
beautiful Space Telescope
So, it seems that the 1200W 2Pi
ciently bright up to 18 m domes. A r1"""Allu.o
pair of these units is
compact,
500_500_~1300 mm, L_ W ~H. The system
features gradient density color wheels
create thousands of colors for slides, theater
lighting or special effects. After
next pair of 1200 W 2Pis will be installed
Leicester, England
However, the largest domes still
those 5-7 kW 2Pi models: the next two
will go to the new Hayden Planetarium
New York and to the new 23 m space theater
in Athens. Just recently, six all-sky cameras
and a couple of negative pressure domes
have also been built. More information is
provided by ProDome's director, ,nT'H_,-,rrl":'
planetarian Antti Jannes with e-mail address
100430,2012@compuserve.com.
News from the
about 13000 visitors yearly, mostly from
Sweden's southernmost region Skfme. The
majority of the visitors are "' ... ,o_r.Ar.va,"
school groups, but about 20% of the shows
are for the general public. The shows are
always conducted by an astronomer, and
public is encouraged to ask questions.
The Planetarium has some outreach
ities with exhibitions, lectures and a web
page, www.astro.lu.serplanetariet. All programs are produced in-house, and the latest
is called "A Nightly Adventure in Lund" The
Planetarium participates during 1999 in a
major regional cultural project, Renassans
Skane, including the making of a new program that will open in the summer.
News from EAAE: The European Association of Astronomy Educators plans a number of school activities during the
solar eclipse. Students from all over
will participate in the so far most precise distance to the moon, measured by amateurs.
Project coordinator Mogens Winther http://
www.amtsgym-sdbg.dk/as hopes that very
many schools will attend, since only very
simple equipment is used. More information
on the event is available at http://www
.eso.org/aol/eclipse99.
News from SlC)tt:ss.k.ogen nhICI"1"U!IlItI'U"U
GOteborg, Sweden; The Slottsskogen Observatory in Gbteborg is a public {'\h"prv~·t{'\l"U
with a strong emphasis on letting its visitors
visually observe the constellations and telealso have
scopic sights in the sky.
small classroom planetarium in the north-
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west corner of the building; it has an old
Goto EX-2 projector and 17 seats under a 3meter dome, and it is mainly used during the
daytime for visiting school classes, and also
during the our evening shows, but only
when the night sky is cloudy.
Several telescopes are housed in two 25 m2
observing rooms with roll-off roofs: a 12.5 cm
Unitron refractor, an 18 cm Zeiss Maksutov,
and four 10 cm Unitron refractors mounted
as two twin telescopes. There is equipment
for solar observation in white light and in
red Ha light for simultaneous observation of
the chromosphere and the prominences of
the sun. A small exhibition hall focuses on
the night sky (with an interactive star dome),
stellar evolution, distances and sizes in the
solar system, and on spaceflight.
The number of visitors has for several
years been around 6,000. During the apparition of Hyakutake's comet in 1996, more
than 7,000 people visited the Slottsskogen
Observatory. However, this was nothing
when compared to the Hale-Bopp hype in
1997, which coincided with a period of
unusually clear night skies, with at most 600
excited visitors a few evenings. This gave us a
total of more than 11,000 visitors for 1997.
However, two bright comets are not enough
to sustain a lasting public interest in astronomy, so in 1998, the number of visitors fell
well below 6,000. Cloudy weather has probably contributed to this.
The Slottsskogen Observatory is open for
it~ evening starry-sky shows from midSeptember until the end of March, and for
solar observations in April, May and from
mid-August until mid-September. The
Observatory participates in Vetenskapsfestivalen, an annual science festival in
Goteborg (since 1997), with solar observations for school classes and the public and
astronomy lectures for the public.
The solar eclipse on 11 August will be seen
as a partial eclipse from Goteborg, and the
Slottsskogen Observatory will be open during the eclipse. Thanks to their Ha filter, visitors will be offered the unusual experience of
seeing solar prominences during a partial
solar eclipse (but only if weather cooperates).
More on the Observatory can be found at
http://www.tripnet.se/gak/slottsskogen and
in the Nordic Planetarium Electronic
Newsletter NPEN 18 April 1999 at www.
dalnet.serstella/npen/.

Pacific Planetarium Association
The Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley,
CA is developing a new volume in the
Planetarium Activities for Student Success
(P ASS) series. According to Alan Gould,
Director, the new volume is called Northern
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Lights. They are also working on a new
GEMS teacher classroom activity guide on
Seasons and other Sun-Earth connections.
Norm Sperling, from Everything in the
Universe, is developing a web-based enterprise. The address is www.EverythingInThe
Univ.com. On it, you will find familiar items,
as well as new products. Norm is also working on a new book: What Your Astronomy
Textbook Won't Tell You. Essays from the
book are available free to planetarium newsletters as long as you include his copyright
notice.
The planetarium theater at the Oregon
Museum of Science & Industry in Portland is
replacing its 31 year old GOTO projector (the
last working GOTO M3 projector in existence) with an Evans & Sutherland Digistar II
projector. The purchase was made possible
by the M.l. Murdock Charitable Trust. The
debut is set for April of this year.

Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Association
RMPA's webmaster, Howard Bjornestad,
has been making changes to the Association's website, http://cyberkids.ccsd.k12
.wy.us/RMPA/stars.html. Bjornestad has also
been busy finishing up his Master's degree
and some Microsoft certification tests.
President Mike Murray reports that RMP A
has surpassed its highest membership figures
and continues to grow. As of March, 1999,
the number of members is over 110. The new
RMPA Planetarium Primer has been distributed to all RMP A members; others are welcome
to join RMP A this year for their free copy
(membership is only $15 per year). The
Planetarium Primer is also available to nonmembers for $25.
Dorrance Planetarium in Phoenix, Arizona, continues to prepare for the multiregional conference, DesertSkies '99. Conference abstracts for papers and posters and
discussion panel positions are due 30 June.
Participants are welcome to mail these or to
submit them using the conference website,
at http://www.azscience.org/DesertSkies
.html. The date 30 June is also the early registration deadline, which entitles registrants to
a reduced conference fee of $75.
Hansen Planetarium in Salt Lake City has
experienced tremendous success with the
multi-planetarium collaborative effort
Where in the Universe is Carmen Sandiego.
Administrati ve Manager of Education
Richard Cox says although they originally
intended it as solely an upper-elementary
school show, their public response has justified extending the show as a public offering
twice! Attendance figures comparing Carmen to their 1997 promotional period
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jumped 124%, and overall attendance for
1998 jumped 97%. Hansen is currently running another collaborative effort, Visions
Through Time (partnered with the Coca-Cola
Space Science Center in Georgia).
Taylor Planetarium in Bozeman, Montana,
is working on the second of their NASAfunded mini-shows. Planet Bound is scheduled to open on Memorial Day, and will
become commercially available to other
planetaria in the future.

Southeastern
ation

1.31"", ... ""1I'""",w·,,

The annual SEP A Conference will be at
the Brest Planetarium at the Museum of
Science and History in Jacksonville, Florida
22-26 June. Highlights of the conference
include a trip to the Kennedy Space Center
at Cape Canaveral and banquet
Astronaut Norm Thagard. The 2000 SEPA
conference will be hosted by the SciWorks
Planetarium in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.
Under the direction of SEPA President
George Fleenor, SEP A is working on a four- to
five-minute program dealing with the issue
of light pollution. It is hoped that the program will be ready for distribution sometime
later this year. SEPA will pursue efforts to
make the show available to all planetariums,
and not just those within the SEPA region.
Membership in SEPA is open to plametarians on a worldwide basis. For "'U"'_.I.HIV'-.l."UJI~
information contact Duncan Teague,
mont Planetarium, 3333 COVington Pike,
Memphis, Tennessee 38128, USA. Phone: +1
901 385 4319. E-mail: starmantng@aol.com.
'tr
Current dues are $25.00 annually.

(Computer, continued from page 28)

might be affected. You might want to get
their assurances in writing. You may even
want to find a safe time in your theater
schedule soon to perform a test. First back up
all of your software, configuration files, etc.
Then set all of your computer's system
clocks to December 31, 1999 at 12:59 p.m. and
let the clock roll over to the new year. Then
see if you can run your hardware and software. Try rebooting the systems with a year
2000 date and make sure everything works.
If things fail, it's better to find out about
them now than on New Year's Day, 2000,
when computer repair people will about as
easy to find as a cool day on Venus!
'tr
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Hello,
Electronic interactive systems for
tarium audiences are
domes
their profile, as more and more
opt for this method of
their patrons
happy and interested. The future of this
fledgling
is the
for this
issue's Forum. Here is the

Direct audience
in
grown
in the 19905. Electronic
interactive handsets
way
deliver astrOIlOinv
mation to audiences. Given its
tations and
but tremendous
p01tenltial, how would you
to
this
tecnn.ol()gy' de!vellop over the next

The audience have voted Geoff HoI t to be
first on stage with his tn()U~mts. so take it
away Geoff.
***
about the current
I have mixed
use of electronic interactive handsets. I see
enthem as being woven into the
tertainment vs. education debate. I ~~,~'~"r<
the push for more audience participation,
but I'm unsure of the effectiveness of the
keypad methods I've seen so far.
I've seen them used for
the audience determine the
next in the program, and each time I was
struck
a
of
as the
vote differed from mine. I had the same feeling while the whole audience was
to
over Mars in another program. I've seen
them used
to check for understanding, but
I
feel that way
because I had the satisfaction of
up
with the
answer.
I can see that there would be other
cations for the
if you
could report the
as individual answers.
In a school
you could use them to
record answers to a
or test. In a school or
public setting, you could track an individual's survey answers.
Vol.

I don't see the in teracti ve
re,'ol'uti<onarv I feel can get the
same interalctivHv
I often ask the audience a auestiQ]1. and ask
for not
one person to answer, but
everyone, and you can get a
feel for
how many
in the group had the
answer. Now, I wouldn't do that with openended
but after CA,i-.11C1111JlU!,;
the
above the sunset is
I often
ask the whole audience to tell me what
et
think it is.
We can also add
by encouractions. "Point to where the Sun was
when we first started. Now show me the
that it followed, as we went later and
later into the afternoon." Or we can have the
audience pretend their head is the Earth, and
the concept of
and
Another way that I've seen audience
involvement in a
show is in a program
Adventure - a show sponlike Solar
sored
the Great Lakes Planetarium Association and written
Dave DeRemer. The
questheir
data cards "scanned" as
board computer.
love it, and maintains their attention. However, it still doesn't
any interactivHy which would
you determine if
understand what you
are teaching.
I would love to see this concept
further. It may even be
to use the
tecnnOlC)gy to involve the audience
adventure. The
.EnJ~ineers" could somehow
the
from their handsets. Also,
the current use of these handsets
be ,,",~f,,"~'·'~+;'''~
cise in

these systems remains
have the number of programs
them.

from starvation.

'em, eat
head! True,
but I fear electronic audience response systems turn the
into a
of
machine or video game.
I've seen several
programs
des,iglled for audience response systems, but
I've never
cared for any of
As a member of the audience, find them
programs have no flow to
I've never created
a
would
upon earlier sequences.
is
an inherent drawback, since the segments
selected
are more or less
audience. I would think the
one to stick to
which lend themselves
to
choice answers. The
ror'''' .... ' '<" additional Df()dtlctilon
is

gram about rer;lres;entative
staff time.
becomes less and less enamored
pushing buttons, I'm afraid the success of
these handsets will be reduced. Due to
limitations of the
choice ". . . ."£'''''·0
of the handsets, I'd rather see more effort
into
live programs - which
very interactive. I'd rather encourage
prC)(illCers to create more five- or j-<>1"1_....," ...... ,11-<>
vi~~llE~tt€;s which can be
live
program.
Geoff Holt
Planetarium Director
Madison Metro. School Dist. Planetarium

Cinematrix system
Planetarium.
their
Cell program,

&

Madison, Wisconsin
***

of

While electronic systems are a
way
information to audiences and

video game.
F..'-'.......''- .., . IJVl.CLI.UC11

lies in

tion, not presentation. Most evaluations of
our programs are subjective, anecdotal, and
informal. We occasionally survey our audiences but these are difficult, time consuming
to conduct, and besides audience members
in general don't like to take surveys. A cheap
audience response system could offer a
speedy and even enjoyable way for large and
small planetaria to conduct formative evaluation, and test the effectiveness of programs.
KevinConod
Newark Museum's Dreyfuss Planetarium
49 Washington Street
Newark, NJ 07101
***

While I can admire the technical achievement behind the interactive handsets so
commonly found nowadays in planetaria
around the world, I am not so sure that I can
speak as well of the production achievements. Firstly, selecting a colored button to
vote on a choice is not interactivity, it's
merely voting which branch of an automation file/part of a presentation the audience
will experience next. Examples of true interactivity in a planetarium show would be like
the infrared-reflecting paddles the audience
waved in the air together to steer bits (half
the audience was left-right, the other half updown if I remember right) around a maze
inside a cell
in Buhl Planetarium's Journey Into the
Living CelL Going even farther back in time
(early 1970s) some of you will recall the
Minolta (and Spitz?) theaters that had installed duplicate sets of planetarium projector motion controls in several of the student's seats. Ask the students to set up a particular astronomical situation, and they control the projector themselves to demonstrate
their grasp of the concept. By analogy the
(albeit American) voting experience of going
into a little booth, closing the curtain, selecting some candidate's levers, and then coming out could qualify as interactivity with
the federal government.
My hope for these systems is that they
find a smoother way to "come into" a show. I
once saw a presentation that was about as
slick as they come; it moved well, had lots of
seamless blending and interaction between
the different types of visuals, great information and original music, and then suddenly...
Wham! Time to vote on something, which
at the time was quite trivial to the story.
Much like riding a bob sled down an icy, slippery run and then meeting a brick wall right
in ,the middle of the track. Time to vote! The
show started anew after the audience made
their vote, but after a few minutes of more
"Teflon on icel/, kerwhammy! Another voting wall. Personally, I found the effect rather
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jarring, and it ruined what I thought (up
until the first vote) was one of the best shows
I'd seen in years.
Until the choices made by selecting buttons does something truly useful other than
vote, I'll reserve getting enthused about
them. When we were building Cosmonova
(Stockholm, Sweden) I had the choice of installing interactive buttons, or an all-sky system. At that time (1991) there were at best
several (2?) interactive shows available. (How
many good ones are there today?). I took the
all-skies, but I did have them install the wire
harnesses under the seat decking for the possibility to retrofit an interactive system in
the future. But it will take some convincing
before I put in the hardware that goes on
either end of them.
Tom Callen
Astronomer/Program Producer
Cosmonova
Stockholm, Sweden
***

I disagree that electronic interactive handsets are revolutionizing planetarium programming. If monkeys trained to push lighted buttons can produce programs equal to
those of human audiences, then I think we
are going backwards. But I think electronic
interactive handsets have great potential.
The evolution of interactive planetarium
technology is not the problem, it is the evolution of the truly interactive planetarium
programming that uses the technology that
is the problem.
Interactive planetarium programs must
get beyond the pioneer stage of voting and
personal preference programming, before
they will become cost-effective and truly
interactive, cognitive approaches to planetarium programming. They should not be
used just to deliver astronomy information.
Delivering astronomy information is the
easiest and lowest form of education that
can take place in a planetarium. Astronomy
information is better presented in written
form in a book.
We should be striving to develop interactive programs using electronic interactive
handsets that challenge audience cognitive
abilities. We should be striving to make people think during planetarium programs. We
should be striving to emotionally involve
audiences in planetarium programs. This is
not safe. This is not easy. And maybe this is
why so little attention has been paid to the
further evolution of interactive planetarium
programming. The same can of course be
said about traditional planetarium programmingo
Dr. George Reed
Spitz, Inc.

Planetarian

Incline

P.O. Box
NV

***

History 101:
In 1982 I started employment as an
tronics Technician for the Armagh
ium, Northern Ireland. Armagh was the
planetarium to successfully
onto a planetarium dome in the
In 1986 the then Director, Mr.
Murtagh asked about installing a few
es in the theater, enabling the audience
respond to a question projected unto
dome via the video projectors. I installed six
seats with three LED's and three push button
switches into the theater. We used a Pioneer
PX7 MSX computer to produce the
interface and to count the votes etc., and
the age of interactive planetaria
Our
first totally interactive show followed, called
Odyssey. We had four LDV 4200 laser disk
players and two computers (a Pioneer PX7
and a UCV102 *) to run the interactive show.
The audiences were asked questions on
where in the solar system they wanted
visit, and the laser disc took them there.
There never were two shows the same, as the
audience selected the route and direction of
the show. Odyssey had 108 video clip choices.
Even the operators/lecturers enjoyed
ning the show because of the interactive
input from them. Odyssey started 1'111"niincr
1988 and ran for the next five years. That
somewhat crude system was the first
kind, and there are now lots of pnJtessilonal
interactive systems available.
The Present:
Here at the Coca-Cola Space Science Center, Columbus, Georgia, we have a
interactive system attached to every seat,
and full Spice Sky-Skan automation. The
Sky-Skan interactive system uses a PC computer, running Windows 95, to draw its userdefined input graphics. It also has the advantage of being able to play audio and video
files (.avis). For our most recent show, Hubble:
A Voyage Through Time, we have about 40
.avi files (drawn by After-Effects, thanks to
our producers, Lance Tankersley and
Butterfield) being accessed through the interactive computer. Of course, we still use the
system to ask the audience questions. Where
in the Universe is Carmen Sandiego? is still a
asked
popular show, with the audience
questions on where to find Carmen and her
gang as we explore clues around the solar
system.
The Future:
In my opinion, interactive systems
here to stay. As an adult, you may hate the
systems (most adults do) but the fact
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the kids love them. Kids want to be involved
and they want to become part of the show. If
it makes their visit to the planetarium dome
all the more exciting, then that can only be
for the good. The numbers of times that I
have heard the whispered, "Yes!", as the kids
are marked correct for the question, is
enough to convince me that the systems are
here to stay.
Stephen Armstrong
Director, Omnisphere Planetarium
Columbus, Georgia 31901
stephen@ccssc.org

* You've never heard of a Pioneer MSX
PX7? The PX7's allowed the computer output to be superimposed onto a video background, and they were primarily designed
for the video game market. You have to
remember that back in 1988 a 286 Dell PC
computer cost us $3000!
***
I can't comment as an expert on handsets,
because Strasenburgh Planetarium is not
equipped with them, and my experience
with them is limited to seeing some very

early shows elsewhere in which a majority
vote of the audience would determine, say,
which planet to visit next. Nonetheless, we
are working hard on audience involvement,
partly because it's related to the bigger question of giving visitors control over their
time.
Since we already show movies (8-perf
70mm films) on our dome about 60 percent
of the time, we are making planetarium
shows less and less like movies. We're making star shows more flexible in format, with
shorter programmed segments, allowing for
live updates and overrides, starting and stopping and questions. We find that dramatic
intensity is still important in the programmed segments, but we like to make it
possible for people to arrive a few minutes
late and still get in, and to hang around after
the show and ask questions.
To think about future developments of
interactive technology, we might imagine
taking the basic push-button handset out
into the exhibit gallery. There, it becomes
fairly conventional; push-button exhibits
have been around for decades. Some of the
best interactive exhibits invite people not
only to push buttons, but to pull, tum, lift,

e agical
illenniulft ur

Here's the subject for the next Forum:
What is the best

I'll be delighted to receive your considered
thoughts on this topic by the deadline of
June 15, as you dig out your t-shirts for the
northern hemisphere summer, or your thermals for winter in the southern helnisphlere.

a
romp for kids of all
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about

tarian, and what is the worst?

Ancient tales and
modern truths come
tog her when a
wish

The countdown has started
and the millennium
awaits. But what does it all
mean-a passing of 1,000
years. Explore the power
of time in our boldest show
yet.

A vailabl

drop, connect, build, write, draw, De]~tolrm.
do things together with family and friends,
and generally explore by
and
manipulating. How many of those opportunities can be brought into the dome?
does the size of the theater and its context
have to do with what technologies
be
appropriate inside the theater? To me, these
are intriguing questions.
Steve Fentress
Director, Strasenburgh Planetarium
Rochester Museum & Science Center
657 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607

Planetarian

You've had days like this one too. You're
sick but not quite sick enough to stay home,
and besides
got classes to teach and
shows to do. You're tired, because you're taking more hours to do your work when you
really need to have more hours to sleep. You
were at still at the office at 2 a.m. getting
your work done and making sure you ~ere
set up for an early group the next mornmg.
You arrived ahead of time for that early
school group, but they showed up late. Just
before they arrived your sound system
developed this loud never-before-heard buzz
and you had to make the group wait in the
lobby until the buzz went away on its own
with no help from your frantic efforts. Then,
while you were running the console, the pin
that held your glasses together fell out and
one of the lenses clunked down on the console and all the stars suddenly became
donuts. Fortunately you had a rare spare pair
of glasses on your desk and at least you
didn't swallow the cough drop or flood the
planetarium with light as you raced to get
your spare eyes. But then the school group
was completely unresponsive despite your
best efforts to engage them, and who cared
that you had made a heroic effort to be
there, an effort that meant you would be
tired for the rest of the day because you had
forced yourself to get up when you really
needed a lot more sleep. That's about when
you think that perhaps you should have left
a note on your secretary's desk at 3 a.m. that
you were sick and not coming in tomorrow
and to call the school teacher and apologize
but cancel the show.
Because that's when you also remember what a precious time that visit to
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the planetarium is for those kids, even if
they don't say much. You remember that
you are
to open up a whole universe
to them. You remember that show you saw
when you were a kid or the talk you heard or
the class you took that left a lasting
a
sion even though you left without
word and the person who inspired you never
knew it.
Among those little faces who enter our
domes walk the next generation of astronomers who will make the discoveries that
our successors will help to interpret to the
world. Some readers of this column may
recall that now-famous photo of a teenage
Bill Clinton shaking hands with US President
John Kennedy. No one knew then that there
stood a future president. Nor do we know
which of those school children we see today
may be a future planetarian or astrophysicist.
old
No one took a photo when
Jean-Claude Peeker went to the DlametaI1Ul~n
at the Palace of Discovery near Paris, France
during a 1937 exposition. No one knew then
that that visit would help
him to
become an astrophysicist and an advocate
for the work of planetariums in
science education. Or that Dr. Pecker would
become honorary president of APLF and be
cited in an IPS journal six decades after his
visit to the Palais de la decouverte.
No one took a photo when young Heidi
Hammel visited a planetarium near her family home in Pennsylvania. But many of us
have seen the famous photo of an exuberant
Dr. Heidi Hammel glued to a monitor at the
Space Telescope Science Institute waltC!llnlg
the first Hubble images of
9
the conimpacts on Jupiter. She
connection in an address to a
ference (GLP A, 1995):
I want to thank an of you who run
planetaria. One of the reasons I
became an astronomer was my
repeated visits to the plcmetaI'lUlm
at the William Penn Museum in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The reason I went was that during their
regular sky show, at some unknown time, a comet would roar
across the sky with flashing
and flames, and I thought that was
so cool! I'd go back again and
to see this comet, and I must have
picked up a little bit of astronomy
along the way. Of course, I was a bit
chagrined later on ... I was a
ate student in astronomy during
the Comet Halley apparition, and
spent a lot of time as a
speaker trying to convince
that comets did not roar across the
Planetarian

tarium at the
in Portland, Maine, USA.

Martians.
With

"The Mars Millennium
engage K-12 students in clalssr'ooms
and
groups

year 2030.
educators, community
DnJte~ssion.alsinmany

dreds of thousands of young
will weave the

concepts entered into a National
Registry and finished works displayed in an online Virtual Gallery
and at local and national exhibits
in the spring and summer of 2000."
The Project was launched at an inaugural
meeting in Washington DC on February 2.
IPS is one of ninety-one cooperating organizations helping to publicize and implement
the MMP. Executive Secretary Lee Ann
Hennig represented IPS at the inaugural
meeting and pressed for an international as
well as a domestic US focus in the project
plans. We have developed our IPS plans (see
below) with this international focus in
mind, and I have recently learned that the
project managers have extended their efforts
to.other nations as well.
We encourage IPS members, especially
teachers, to participate in this project. A
poster describing the MMP is enclosed with
this issue of the Planetarian; and many US
members may already have received this
poster from other mailing lists. The poster
includes a cutout form you can return to
request detailed participation kits. These free
kits are geared for different grade levels (K-2,
3-5,6-8, and 9-12) as well as for community
organizations. Original plans called for the
kits to be ready in March; that has slipped to
May, but some of you who requested the kits
may already have received them by now.
We have been assured that these kits will be
sent to any IPS member who requests them,
so we encourage both US and international
members to participate.
IPS will be supporting your participation
in the MMP with two sets of plans:
(1)

By sponsoring a contest that will award
prizes to the IPS members whose teams
design the Martian village with the best
global community aspect. It is obvious
that any real Martian village will be an
international one, and we want to
encourage village designs that incorporate this viewpoint. The prizes will
include a cash award and recognition at
the IPS 2000 conference in Montreal. Dr.
Jeanne Bishop has agreed to organize
and chair this contest. Jeanne is planetarium director at Parkside Middle
School in Westlake, Ohio, USA and is a
past-president of IPS and a reCipient of
ASP's Brennan Award for contributions
to high school astronomy teaching.
Thanks to Executive Secretary Lee Ann
Hennig for suggesting this contest.
(2) With the efforts of an IPS project coordinator. We expect to have pages on the
IPS web site listing participating IPS
members and planetariums, listing
Vol. 28, No.2, june 1999

resources and project suggestions, and
perhaps displaying the finished works
of IPS participants in our own Virtual
Gallery. Bill Buckingham has agreed to
be the IPS coordinator. Bill is director of
the Flandrau Science Center in Tucson,
Arizona, USA and was designer of the
interactive Mission to Mars exhibit
developed at COSI in Columbus, Ohio,
USA and later displayed in other science
centers nationwide.
Our request to the MMP project managers
for an advance copy of the participation kit
materials was declined, so our plans are still
being formulated at the time I am writing
this message in mid-April, but should be
complete by the time you read it in June.
You can check on the IPS web site www.ipsplanetarium.org for complete contest rules
and coordinator's information. If you do not
have web access, you can contact Bill
Buckingham for a printed copy of what's
posted on the web site. (mail: Flandrau
Science Center, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721 USA; phone +1-520-621-4515;
fax +1-520-621-8451; email: buckingh@U
.Arizona.EDU)

IPS Slide Service
See web site for order form!
IPS inaugurated its slide distribution service a few years ago during Jim Manning's
term as preSident, and this service has expanded in the years since then. Thanks to
the wonderful cooperation of the Outreach
Office at NASA's Space Telescope Science
Institute with IPS, stunning images from the
Hubble Space Telescope have been distributed to the media representatives of the
regional affiliates both in the US and around
the world. The media reps in turn arranged
for the slides to be duplicated for distribution to subscribing members of their affiliate. In 1997 the Public Outreach Office at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab agreed with IPS to
distribute its marvelous images of planetary
missions to planetarians in a similar way.
We are grateful to Anita Sohus at JPL and
to John Stoke at STScI and their co-workers
for their enthusiastic and continuing cooperation and support for this service.
As the volume of images has grown, so has
the workload of the dedicated media reps
who copy and distribute the images. This is
especially the case in several US regional
affiliates where the number of subscribing
members is rather large, and the media reps
have had to work very hard to keep up with
the demand
To help ease this workload and to help
make the service more efficient, IPS will be
instituting a more centralized system of disPlanetarian

tribution during the next several mC)lltns,
particularly in the US. Bowen Productions
has agreed to provide and sponsor
vice in North America and Artis Planetarium
will help with the service in
Materials will be distributed to IPS members
for only the cost of reproduction and
ping. IPS is grateful to Jeff Bowen (of
(of
Productions) and Johan
Artis Planetarium) for their generous
ation!
As I write this in
we are still
working out some of the details, but I
the time you
that all will be in place
this in June. A more complete de.scripition
and subscription form will appear
September Planetarian and is
to also be
available on the IPS web site by the time you
are reading this-check the site at
planetarium.org. If you do not have web
access, please contact IPS Treasurer Shawn
Laatsch for the information and
form.
We expect the first service period to
to be
July 1 with the first shipment of
made in October. During 1999, the service
will include JPL images (but not HST
so as not to overlap too much with eXlstllnQ
US regional affiliate subscriptions, all of
which distribute HST images). He.girming
with the year 2000, bothJPL and HST
will be included, and possibly images from
addi tional sources as well. This service
be available to planetarians thlrOtll2:fLOtlt
world, including those who live in areas
are not yet part of a regional affiliate.

IPS

Service

The first IPS videodisk will be available
later this year. Its preparation sp~~arJhe,lded
by Thomas Kraupe, the disk will be filled
with more than 30 exciting video sequences
released by ESA. The sequences will include a
variety of launches, timelapse scenes of terrestrial weather and solar flares, several
Cassini-Huygens clips, animations of a dozen
spacecraft (such as Meteosat, Soho,
&
Hipparcos), and much more. We are
to ESA for their wonderful cooperation.
of a
The current schedule is that
high quality master will be completed
late May with duplication to follow. The
mary medium of release will be an NTSClaserdisk, but VHS videotapes will also be
available, as will Betacam copies
arrangement. The final products will be able
to IPS members at cost. Prices have not yet
been determined, but we expect that the
laser disk will be under $100.
Complete ordering information will
posted on the IPS web site as soon as I-'v.",,..J..... ,
and will also be available (hopefully) in the
next issue of the Planetarian. You can also

check the web site for the current status of
the project.
A second disk will follow with
sequences from NASA/jPL-more
on that next time.

to IPS and the planetanlum pf()te~;SlCm
for many years. Please send all notices of
» .. to Steve in any of the
V I J ' - u ....

J

"'CLUBB"'",

See web site
new
rosters
Can you remember the
old
The
before fax, email, and the web.
Even before word processors. When there
was only the
and the post office. The
days when we
sent letters (or, if we
US
were in a real
first-class postage was
nobody had
long-gone
IPS established a Job Service
you could send six
selfaddressed
to Don Hall at the
UHUhJlH'-......

PSjc)bsGtYrnlSc.,org, OR
* fax it to
Planetarium, attn.
Steve Fentress, +1 (716) 271-5935, OR
* mail it to IPS Job Info Service, RMSC
StrasE~ntJUr2h Planetarium, 657 East Avenue,
Rochester, NY 14607 USA (note
modified address
to a few years
OR
it to Steve at
Planetarium, +1 (716) 271-4552, ext. 409 and
will
on the IPS web site. If the
announcement is very
a summary may
be
With the advent of the electronic job service, we will
to phase out the postalthe end of 1999 unless there
mail version
is substantial objection. If this phase-out will
create a
for you, please let us know.
In addition to the roster of permanent
OpenllllJ2:S, we will also maintain a roster of
the job

on
Now we are
the IPS Job Service
and bringing it into the electronic age.
Beginning at once, we will maintain a roster
of current pl,mE~talrium-relate~d
on the IPS web site at the job Service page

tinue also to appear on dome-I, our
here
is to establish a
central site where you
can find a list of all current p12llletariurll

David Menke, chair of the IPS Professional
an
Services Committee. If you are
send the notice to David at
Buehler Planetarium, Broward Comlllunii:y
3501 SW Davie RD, Davie, Florida
33314 USA;
+1-954-475-6736; fax:+ 1954-475-2858; email FamAstro@aol.com.
David has also volunteered to
career
for a career in the nle.n,::.tOl";11·"""" pr01:eS~;lo:n.
Thanks to David for H7r.,.V"nrr
useful document.

way, are available from two IPS re]:>ositories:
one is in the US at the ;)tr'as{~nt)Ur'gh
tarium where you can contact '-'''' ......
Oukes and another is in
at
Planetarium in Amsterdam where
contactJohan '-"I",,--'e,,"v'-'A,'"
Jon EI vert (PP A retlres'en
>.-LL'-

Planetarium Resources.
You can also
j on
us
him a reference to a favorite site
your own. Just think-if each of us '-v......... ...., ... .
ed
one such reference,
robust a
we would have! You
Jonatiel\Tert@i(lne.kl:Z.oI'.US.
john Hare (IPS Historian) tells me
up that Florida sunshine
an account of IPS
for
site. The IPS of
is built on the ':1"'-.."'''0_
ments of dedicated volunteers over the
29
one year for each
month-since its
in
and you can read all about it at the
page
.htmD under or,gal11zatl on.
HU'-'hJIU'-

1

'-'V'U'-h--,

you took at a conference last year
seem more historical a
decades
now when we are all older and
look
choice) to the plcllletal:1allS
been
more links to the list of """nfl,,,..,,
on the Vendors page

providing a central
job
If the roster is robust
u.
you can compare different
This roster can also be
ers
a I rWHT,::· .. _1"",rl'Y1
complements the more transient
on
dome-l and also
the notice availprC)tes:Slonal web
,-U'VU,...

be as
as
means we need the
prospective
us know-in addition of course to your other
methods of
we will post it.
This service is free.
Steve Fentress, director of the Strasenburgh Planetarium, has
to
be'the Coordinator for the new
Steve's work continues the great vo,lUlnt,lrv
support that
at
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you have taken the time to visit
IPS web site since it was
year
under the
of President Thomas
Our web team (webbites?, websters?)
has done a great job in
to develop the site and to support contributors who
prepare and post materials on it.
Several pages on our web site are
upgralded this
volunteers
who said
to emails from the Prez.
Whitt (Publications Chair) has
revised and updated the General Information and
Benefits page
which tops the list of pages under Organization.
has also prepared a
list
of IPS publications including prices and
r\Tr1",,.iinrr information. You can find the list
you
(wwwoips-planetarium.org/ipsbooks.htmD which is in the "Publications"
(ditto) set of pages. Back publications, by the

urn Resources. He is now pr,epilring
links to the vendor web sites listed in the
Resource
and expects to
them to our web site
mer. When you are next LV'"''''''''''
or service you need, try '-U'-'-""U"f'.
this page.

Invitations to host the 2004 C01'lte7"en(':e now

each other, to ex(:h,m~~e
tion, and to see new
and services
from vendors and exhibitors. As we
were fortunate
to be at the
conference last year continue to absorb
we learned there, we are also ~V"J""".u""
L;V.U .... V U

ward to our next conference in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada on July 9-13, 2000. Conference host Pierre Lacombe, director of the
Planetarium de Montreal, and his team are
h~rd at work preparing a great conference
with the timely theme "Planetariums at the
Dawn of the Third Millennium." You can
learn more about the conclave in Pierre's
article, which appears in this issue of the
Planetarian, and by visiting the conference
web site at www.planetarium.montreal.qc.ca
IIPS2000. This will be the first IPS conference
in North America since 1994 and the second
in Canada (the first was in Vancouver a saros
cycle ago in 1982). More extensive information will appear in the September Planetarian and you can look for a mailing later in
the fall (well, spring if you live Down Under).
Start making your plans now to attend!.
Our 2002 conference will also convene in
North America, but far to the south of
Montreal as we gather in Morelia, Mexico.
Veteran IPS member Gabriel Munoz will be
the conference host.
But now is also the time to think even farther ahead. We are now accepting proposals
to host the 2004 conference. IPS selects conference sites at the Council meeting four
years prior to the conference date. Thus the
2004 site will be selected next year when
Council meets in Montreal in July. However,
proposals are due five years ahead so that
each affiliate representative has ample time
to share the proposal with members in his or
her affiliate and learn their preferences.
So-if you have an interest in hosting the
2004 IPS conference, now is the time to act!
You can contact me to discuss your interest
and to receive a set of helpful guidelines for
preparing a formal proposal to host.
Proposals should be sent to the President so
they are received well prior to the time of
the Council's meeting in Flagstaff in
October.
Are you tempted but hesitant? Then let
me put it in a different way. In the early
1940s the Bechtel Corporation was awarded
. a contract to build the Canol oil pipeline and
highway across uncharted wilderness in
Canada's remote Yukon and Northwest
Territories, and they posted a job notice that
went something like this:
Men wanted to work in unimaginably difficult conditions in remote
wilderness. The job will require
hard physical labor. You will work
twelve-hour shifts six days a week.
You will have no vacations for one
year. You will have no contact
with the outside world. In the summer you will be attacked by
swarms of mosquitoes so large and
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so vicious as to cause bodily harm.
In the winter you will work outdoors in cold so severe that you
can expect to suffer from frostbite.
If you are not prepared to work
under these conditions, do not
apply!
They were swamped with applications!
Well, hosting an IPS conference is not
quite this bad, but you will work very hard
for a long time to prepare and run the conference. Ask any of the prior hosts.
But you will also earn the gratitude and
esteem of the profession. You will have the
satisfaction of seeing the world's planetarians gathering in your facility. You will have
the satisfaction of shaping a unique conference that reflects your vision of the planetarium and the planetarium profession. You
will have satisfaction of knowing that what
people saw, learned, and did at your conference may well affect how they run their
own planetariums for years to come.

A
We planetarians around the world work
in a wealth of languages. Though
is
the most common language that we share
and is the official language of IPS, many IPS
members speak other native tongues. Nine
of the eighteen regional affiliates serve their
members in languages as diverse as French,
Spanish, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian,
Ukrainian, and the NordiC languages, and
some affiliates produce regular DubU,catlOIlS
in their primary language. None of us
all these languages, and thus we may not
have access to work published by our colleagues in other languages. In order to broaden this access and to promote more interchange between our publications in different languages, IPS is beginning an eXlch,m~~e
of abstracts between the Planetarian and
affiliate publications in different languages.
We inaugurate the exchange in this issue
by printing abstracts from the 1998 issue of
the French-language Planetariums h/UL/u.u ........
by the IPS affiliate APLF (Association des
Planetariums de langue fran~ais). APLF began
publication of this annual journal in 1995. It
is edited by Dr. Jean-Michel Faidit of the
Planetarium de Montpellier, BP 1088, 34007
Montpellier, France (email: faiditmont
pelIier@yahoo.fr). In a conversation at the
London IPS conference last year, Dr. Faidit
and I agreed to an exchange of abstracts
between the IPS and APLF journals. As a
result, the 1999 issue of Planetariums includes
a brief description of the Planetarian,
abstracts of selected articles from the 1998
issues, and a list of our regular columns. This
material was translated into French by Pierre

Planetarian

Lacombe and
Planetarium de

lV"JLL\.J.'-'-U,

Planetariums as U"'.UJAU."'-.~

It was the birth of an
21,1923. Where? The Museum
ogy in Munich, lJerrrtany
lation of the first modern DIJilletarlUII1
jector, a Zeiss Model
It was a 75 th anni versary
When? October 21-23, 1998. Where?
Germany, at the Carl Zeiss
where. What? A ga·thE~rirlg

issue of Planetariums ....

1I.4o .............1O ..............

An introduction to this exchange of abstracts appears in the President's Message.
Each issue of Planetariums averages about 90 pages in length and
includes several articles and the
following columns:
President's Message (Agnes
Acker)
International News (European
pages)
Technological news
Ephemerides
Catalogue of available shows
Astronomy into French
schools programs
Directory of French-speaking
planetariums
Programmed shows for each
year
Here are abstracts of selected articles in the 1998 issue:
Interview with Jean-Claude Peeker

Conducted by Agnes Acker (President, APLF), Michel Dumas, and
ean-Michel Faidit
Honorary president of APLF and
Professor Emeritus at the College
of France (Chair of Astrophysics),
ean-Claude Pecker is an impassioned astrophysicist who at
times takes controversial positions, especially on Big Bang theory. A look back on a half-century journey and a look at astrophysics today and in the future.
Skies of the World, Stories of the
World

Pascal Baron
Poitiers Planetarium
In ,the fall of 1997, a cultural program was launched between
planetariums in different countries speaking the French language. Students were asked to
write creation myths based on
celestial phenomena.
Total Eclipses of the Sun: phenomena ofa grea t even t

Didier Bassett
Montpellier Planetarium
By the special reactions they elicit and by their visibility from different locales around the worldwhich is a reason to travel and
discover other cultures-eclipses
gi ve friends of astronomy a
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license to escape!
A Network of Totality for Eclipse
'99

Carine Bastien
Strasbourg Planetarium
Near noon on August 11, 1999, an
astronomical event will cut a
band 110 km wide across Europe.
This small part of the world will
be the site of one of the great
spectacles of nature: a total
eclipse of the Sun. By chance
Strasbourg lies on the line of
totality. The Planetarium is initiating "Coordination Europe" to
prepare for the event with as
man y European partners as possible.
Light Pollution and Planetariums

Laurent Corp
President, National Committee
for the Protection of the Night
Sky
The night sky is increasingly
falling victim to the lights of
large cities. Can planetariums
playa role in raising public
awareness? Some thoughts.
Library of the Stars

Philippe Dagneaux
Science Reporter
Reviews of recent astronomical
books and other materials.

Eric Duperray
Va ulx -en-Velin Planetarium
Self-instruction and amusement
before and after a session in the
planetarium? An interactive terminal in our exhibit hall is the
latest tool that has captured public interest.

A Center at the St-Michel Observatory

Michel Dumas
Val d'Oule Planetarium
The Observatory of Haute Provence attracts a large number of
visitors during its summer season. While welcoming visitors
and explaining the sky to them,
astronomers must also maintain
their research. So a public visitor
center has been created and includes a telescope.
An Interactive Terminal at the
Planetarium ofVaulx-en-Velin

U""t+-'.,.."T

video all
It is eqlLlit:lped
a Digistar II and ten Barco
projectors. This technical article
describes in detail both the
eqUipment and the software
developed to control it.

APLF 97 in Marseille

Marie-France Duval
Marseille Observatory
Like every year, the APLF meeting was full of activity and good
times: a visit to the city of
Pytheas (Marseille), papers, reception at the City Hall, and a sea
excursion are among the participants'memories.
75 Years of the Modern Planetarium

Jean-Michel Faidit
Montpellier Planetarium
After a historical introduction,
this article reviews the threequarters of a century of the modern planetarium since 1923,
including developments in
Europe, the United States, and
Japan, the evolution of technology (companies and projectors)
and the growth of the planetarium community to include professional associations and especially the conferences of the International Planetarium Society.

The Sky for Everyone

Philippe Dagneaux
Science Reporter
Reviews of recent astronomical
CD-ROMs.

The Planetarium of

The Planetarium's Observatory

Jean-Michel Faidit
Montpellier Planetarium
The number of visitors to French
planetariums crossed the
1,000,000 mark for the first time
in 1997. This is an encouraging
result, but it is largely due to an
increase in the number of planetariums rather than an increase
in attendance. Moreover, a comparison with 1993, the year of the
last nationwide study, shows a
downturn. About 45% of the visitors were school students.
New equipment at the Planetarium ofPleumeur-Bodou

Claude Ganter
Director, Pleumeur-Bodou Planetarium
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The Europlanetarium
Belgium

Johan Gijsenbergs
Europlanetarium at Genk
(now at Artis Planetarium,
sterdam)
In a few years, the Euror)laI1etar-1
ium has become well known in
the small world of plametarmrns,l
as much for its action in brilr1gtngl
together the planetariums of different countries as for ~rnJ~""u''''''rrl
European involvement in IPS.
Entertainment and Education

Philippe Huyard
Director, Saint-Etienne Planetarium
Designing a planetarium
that blends aspects of entertainment and education: an unending de ba te renewed wi th the
arrival of new technologies and
public reactions to them. This
article offers several tnc)Ugnts
the issue, especially the
tance of using many ideas to
help people learn from the show,
the manner of capturing the
viewer's attention, and
a
balance between sense and
excitement.
Inventory of the Largest Tej'esc:olJ,es

James Lequeux
Paris Observatory
Editor-in-chief, Astronomy and
Astrophysics
This document is a brief list of
the world's most important
telescopes, either in service or
approved. It was assembled with
the help of many people. It lists
telescopes in groups in order of
increasing wavelength, and within each group
date of construction. It includes location,
sponsoring nation(s), aperture,
date, cost, and other information.
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Wavelength groups cover the
spectral range from gamma rays
to radio waves,
The Science Center at Villeneuve
d'Ascq and its Planetarium

Bernard Maitte and Olivier
Moreau
Forum des Science
The region Nord-Pas de Calais
has a large science center with
guided visits.

One Eclipse among Many Others

Joel Minois
Secretary-General of the Astronomical Society of France
1999 will be a "lighthouse year"
for amateur astronomers as the
third and final total solar eclipse
of the 20th century crosses
France. The Astronomical Society of France will undertake an
eclipse project to devise a superb
color triptych and prepare an
exhibit.

Space News in 1998

ean-Yves Marchal
Strasbourg Planetarium
The year 1997 resounded with
the success of the Martian missions Mars Pathfinder and Mars
Global Surveyor, and red planet
is not done amazing us! There
was also the second successful
flight of the Ariane V and the
problems of the orbiting Soviet
station Mir. With the prospect of
receiving magnificent images
from Mars Global Surveyor, 1998
will also be a banner year for
Mars. Moreover, construction of
International Space Station
Alpha will begin in 1998 and
astronaut John Glenn will return
to space at age 76. Here is the program!

The Planetarium at the Space City
in Toulouse

Marc Moutin
Director, Space City Planetarium
Space City is now open!
The Detection ofExtrasolar Planets

Claire Moutou
Observatory of Haute-Provence
The search for extrasolar planets
is capturing increasing public
interest. Inventory of detection
methods. Instrumental limits
and developments.
Art and Astronomy: Didactic Experiences in Italy

Loris Ramponi
President, Italian Planetaria's
Friends Association
Museums sometimes have a
great wealth of materials on the

leisure. Standardization of technology (a
topic that Kevin Scott and the IPS Technology Committee will be addressing soon)
allows real-time exchange of programs incorporating immerse images rendered in realtime. But the planetarium remains a distinctive theater as the personal style of the "present~r" motivates the audience responses.
The real sky, sadly, has been increasingly lost
to light pollution, and planetariums, especially medium-size and smaller domes, are
the enchanting preserves where you can still
draw down the inspiring image of the starry
sky.
Jim Sweitzer of New York's Hayden Planetarium addressed the challenges of projecting three-dimensional models of the entire
uriiverse on a succession of scales from the
solar system to the solar neighborhood to
the Galaxy to intergalactic space, of moving
Earth-out among the scales in an instructive
way, and of rendering views from within
continuous media such as nebulae or stellar
interiors.
Shoichi Itoh of Tokyo's Suginami Science
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history of science: paintings, various instruments, astrolabes, etc.
This often-overlooked heritage
can be turned into a pedagogical
resource for use with visiting
school classes and can complement a visit to the planetarium.
The New Planetarium at the
Palace ofDisco very

Denis Savoie
Head of Planetarium and Astronomy, Palace of Discovery
Sixty years after the W orId's Fair
of 1937, the third planetarium
projector of the Palace of Discovery was installed in December
1997.
The Planetarium of BourbonLaney: an idea and its surprising
fulfillment

Michel Verdenet
Bourbon-Lancy Planetarium
An idea and its fulfillment made
remarkable not by its unique or
futuristic nature, but by its circumstances and its road to fulfillment in building a planetarium.
The story of a heart-driven
adventure!

only one
Palace of
saw a
first wave at the threshold of the
1980s with the emergence of five
planetariums in three years:
Reims 1979, Marseille 1980
(destroyed by fire in 1983),
Nantes and Strasbourg 1981,
Nimes 1982. Then the pace
slowed down, with four
iums in ten years: Le .-.nllr,,,,,,·n
1984, La Villette 1986, PleumeurBodou 1988, and
Grande 1989. A second wave
unfurled in the 1990s. Six new
planetariums were built in five
years: Poitiers 1992, Saint-Etienne
1993, Vaulx-en-Velin 1995, Villeneuve d'Ascq 1996, Toulouse and
Nan<;ay 1997. And the
continues with projects in various cities (La Hague, Rennes,
Montpellier ... ) In parallel, some
planetariums turned over a new
leaf (Strasbourg, Le Bourget) or
changed their projector and
introduced whole-dome video
(Bretagne). The
Palace of Discovery, is aC<luiring!
the third projector in its
An overview of the changes and
recently installed
(This note introduced a series of
articles on planetarium "''''''-H'''.'o<_i
tions.)
I-lla.1HCCCU

UU.AU-AUI'iI

C>f"111i ............

The New Planetariums

France is building itself planetariums. Once lagging behind other
industrialized coun tries wi th

Center explained his dream of a multichannel planetarium that displays the sky not
only at optical wavelengths but also in other
parts of the spectrum such as the infrared or
X-ray regions. If Wider-angle lenses were
used, some of the 32 traditional star field
units could be freed from the optical to
show the sky at other wavelengths.
Zinaida Sitkova of Russia's Nizhny Novgorod Planetarium described her own planetarium's 50 years of astronomy education
and then introduced the utopian dream of
the Russian composer Seryabin (d 1915) who
envisioned a synthesis of music, light, poetry, and other art forms within a dome. A century later, this synthesis may find reality in
the planetariums of the 21st century.
Macromede Rangel Nunes of Brazil's
National Observatory enumerated the
steady growth in the number of planetariums in Brazil since the first one was buH t in
Sao Paulo in 1957. The thirteenth opened in
Rio de Janeiro in 1998, and four more are in
planning. Most are public facilities and one is
in a high school. The year 2000 will mark
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the SOOth anniversary of the Portuguese landfall in South America; planetariums can
show the sky those mariners used and will
help expand science education in Brazil in
the new century.
These papers are just a few of the many
that challenged us to look ahead to the
future of the planetarium. Other papers
described planetarium work and aSI>irclti()ns
in places as diverse as India, France, Columbia, and the United States. You can find a
more complete report on the symposium as
well as several paper texts on the Zeiss web
si te (www.zeiss.de/zeiss/english/home
.nsf/subframe/ast 75jahre symposiu .html).

sium
It's the year 2023, the centennial year of
the planetarium, and your grandkids come
up to you asking for a
to the zoo. It's
raining cats and dogs outside and you suggest waiting until tomorrow when the storm
will be past and it will be warm and sunny,
and a much nicer day to be outdoors.

"No, no,"
"we didn't mean the
animal-zoo. We meant the star-zoo. That
the stars." The room
plalnetariurn. But that we
may one
soon call a star-zoo as the dark
night
away toward extinction, victim
to the ",.""on"".".,. thief of

pressure on even these is great.
To combat this loss and to formulate an
effective plan of action, the IAU, UN, IDA
(International Dark-sky Association), and
others are convening an international symposium. IAU Symposium No. 196, Preserving
the Astronomical Sky, will meet at the UN
facilities in Vienna, Austria, from 12-16 July,
1999. Scientific co-chairs are Woody Sullivan
of the University of Washington, R.J. Cohen
of Jodrell Bank Radio Observatory, and the
ever stalwart David Crawford of the IDA. We
expect that past-president Thomas Kraupe
will be attending on behalf of IPS.
You can learn more about this symposium
from its web site at www.darksky.org
/ida/iau196. Though the paper deadline will
have passed by June, it will still be possible to
register to attend. Check the symposium
web site for details.
The IDA also maintains a helpful web site
at www.darksky.org/ida which lists many
practical steps we can follow to help combat
light pollution in our home towns.

But as you also realize, it's even worse, for
the chisels of manmade lights are chipping
away at the mirrors of our telescopes. Several
brightness had
years ago, I read that
reduced the effective diameter (in terms of
light
of the magnificent
Hale
atop California's Mt. Palomar
from 200 inches (5.2 m) to 140 inches (3.6 m).
This is the
that
for 30 years
as the world's
The one that I used for
my dissertation research. In effect, half of the
mirror is gone.
more remote
telescopes are safer, and the quantum efficiency of CCDs has in part recovered the lost
mirror area with increased sensitivity.
Telescopes outside the optical window are
also at risk, as modern communication signals crowd more and more of the spectrum,
and precious few spectral windows are
reserved for the radio astronomers, and the

A Time to
Our field is a small one-small enough that
man y of us know each other and small
enough that we feel the presence of individual members both at the affiliate level and in

the
of IPS-and so it
feel the loss when active members
away from us. At least two active
away
recent mC)lltns.
bers have
Jacques Dumas of Trois Rivieres, '\.1l.LLU'~_L"
more recently the Montreal area
denly last November, and
Roanoke,
died in h"",f""T'''''''''
long illness. Both were avid f1~LH'-'_.U~'UlHJ
filled with that
of en1thu.sia:~m.
Gary was an enthusiastic
outdoorsman and
attended the London corlte:ren.ce,
long past the standard retirement age.
were an
to their many
and colleagues.
and
miss you.

So IPS is a
this
efforts besides those I've described here
progress and I'll report on them
ber. Meanwhile, the Sun is ap1prclacihl:rlg
June solstice, the Earth is
aphelion, and many of us look forward to
some time away from our domes to
and
to take
August
us all! Till next time ...
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it is to incorporate a
programs. Because of
cost-effectiveness,
exciting multicultural
conjunction with a
school outreach
training programs
• multicultural'-''U-.--<.'"-'u......
• workshops
It special events
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models of an astrolabe and an equatorium.
Transfer them to metal or plastic and you
too can make medieval observations.
We all talk about ancient astronomy in
our planetarium shows. This heavy book
will show the dedicated student how to actually do ancient astronomy. It is wonderful,
and if you want to know how astronomers
long ago calculated what was happening in
the sky - or if you want a detailed history of
astronomy - please add this book to your
library. There is no other like it.
The History and Practice of
Ancient Astronomy, by James

Evans, Oxford University Press,
198 Madison Ave., New York,
NY 10016, ISBN 0-19509539-l.
1998. $65.00.

Handbook of Biblical Chronology, by Jack Finegan, Hendrickson Publishers, 140 Summit
Street, PO Box 3473, Peabody,
MA 01961. ISBN 1-56563-143-9.
Second Edi tion, 1998. $35.00.

Reviewed by John Mosley

Reviewed by John Mosley

There are many "history of astronomy"
books, but none that I've seen attempt to do
what James Evans does - which is to show
how astronomical observations and calculations were done in ancient and medieval
times. His massive book of almost 500 oversized pages is heavily illustrated with hundreds of black-and-white diagrams showing
how astronomers long ago made their computations.
This book tells not only the what, but also
the how. How did Babylonian astronomers
know where the "White Star" (Jupiter) would
be in the future? The short answer is that
they consulted a table, but Evans shows how
they constructed the table. You must enjoy
arithmetic to follow the discussion. The
mathematics is not sophisticated, but it is
complicated, and in eleven pages Evans
recreates the process, step by step, that will
allow you to create an ephemeris of Marduk
(Jupiter) as it was done almost 4,000 years
ago.
The book's emphasis is on Greek astronomy. Not only was Greek astronomy the pinnacle of the classical world, but Greek methods and techniques were used until the 16th
century, and Ptolemy is the central personality of the book. Evans brings Ptolemy's longforgotten methods back to life.
This book is not an easy read. It does, however, provide an enormous amount of information on how astronomers through the
millennia made their observations and calculations and on how they were influenced
by each other and extended the work of
their predecessors. None worked in a vacuum, and Evans traces how ideas flowed
through the centuries.
At the end of the book are patterns for

I metJack Finegan in 1979 when he attended a symposium on the date of the nativity
that was held at the Griffith Observatory. He
was then highly regarded as a senior figure in
the study of the chronology of events of
ancient and bible times. The first edition of
his Handbook of Biblical Chronology, published in 1964, was the "bible" of the field
and was widely consulted for its wisdom.
1964 was a long time ago, and his revised edition is likely to remain very influential well
into the next century.
A historical puzzle that many of us planetarians cross paths with each December is the
correct date of the birth of Jesus. Those of us
who present annual Star of Bethlehem
tarium shows often begin by sUlunnal:lzlmg
the arguments for concluding that Jesus was
born in 5-6 RC or 1 RC, and we then examine the sky of that time for suitable astronomical omens. The trick, of course, is in
choosing the correct date for the nativity. In
1964 (and in 1979) it was almost I1ni""''''<;:::1
agreed that Herod died in 4 RC and that the
Star was a series of conjunctions of
and Saturn that occurred several years
In 1999 this is no longer the favored scenario.
This revised edition summarizes the evidence - and it is substantial - that Herod
died in 1 RC and that Jesus was born in 2 or 3
RC Finegan takes us step by step through
the story of Herod's reign, the birth of Jesus,
and the possible identification of the star, in
about 60 pages of concise text. This is probably the single most useful and important
summary of these events in print today, and
it is a treasure of carefully reasoned information. Although certainly not the final word
on Herod or the nativity, no one can discuss
the question of the chronology of the events
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traces the
and the concept of the
and year and how
a calendar
the i-<!T'Uni-l""nc
Israelites, Greeks, Romans, and
include the
of the names
of the week and various solutions
conciliation of lunar and solar '-"''-~~''-<~H~.
This is fundamental astronomy,
summarizes it SU(:CU1ctly
The book includes 196 tables.
them are liThe
terval between heliacal
through the millennia), "The
Calendar," "Calendars and New
"Lunar
from 7 B.C to 1
even "General Scheme of Ussher's '--'UA~A.A~'
ogy."
Subtitled
of Time KeCK()mng
the Ancient World and Problems
of the Bible," Jack
book
is a mll1st-nclve
planetarians and anyone else interested
authoritative review of calendars and
keeping as well as the Christmas star.

Press, 198 Madison
York, NY 10016, ISBN
509342-9. 1999.

"AttrA-Up ...

pages, $11.95
Reviewed

edited
teenagers, that

famous
read for an adult, and wellAli:hcmgn some of us p13lnetar'lallS
may need more
this concise book tells
Galileo's story in far greater detail
show, and it
ever reveal in our
a far better reference than a collection

I'm still waiting for e-mail responses to
"The most unusual planetarian-related gift I
ever received ..." I know you've got some; I'd
love to know what they are!

A

in

a

The day is over; I'm emptying out my
pockets before getting undressed for bed. I
find a crumpled piece of paper: it has today's
date and is one of those official phone message notes from the main office at my
school. Message: "Trip to planetarium cancelled because of bomb threat at school."
When I received the note this morning, I
called the school involved for more information and got no answer. Then I remembered
that in a bomb threat situation, no one
would be inside to answer the phone! Everyone goes outside, gets on school buses, and is
transported somewhere else while the bombsniffing police dogs are called in and roam
the building. It's the second bomb threat this
month at that school and the fifth this year
for all the schools. No bombs have ever been
found; the bomb threat phone calls are probably from some student who didn't want to
take a test that day!
I could see it was going to be one of those
days. Well, at least that gave me some extra
time in the morning to get those handouts
Xeroxed for my afternoon class. I had
planned to use my lunch period to Xerox
because time was in short supply today for
me. I went to the copy machine. There was a
handwritten note attached. It read: "It's
Friday. The machine is taking an early weekend off. It's not working. Copy repairman
has been called./I
Well, no Xerox; maybe during lunch. I
walked to my office and poured through my
stack of notes, which indicate "things to do."
There's always phone calls: I checked about
the status of a slide projector being repaired
(no one seemed to know where it was, much
less what stage of repair it was in); I called the
company from which I bought our Davis
Powerbeam V data projector to report that
when an image with the resolution called for
in the specifications of the projector was
transferred from the computer monitor, all I
see is horizontal black-and-white lines ("It
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should work," I was told).
After a couple of re-scheduling calls, it was
time for the next group. I looked at my
schedule to see who it was: the same teacher,
My. Smith, had come two days ago, on," I
thought. For several months now, I've been
doing my Earth Science lesson, which is
about liThe Universe:" star systems, stars,
galaxies, etc. I remembered the class that Mr.
Smith had brought on Wednesday. They
were a "good" class. As I walked to meet his
new class, I hoped that this one would be as
"good."
As the class sat down in the planetarium, I
looked at them closely. "My. Smith", I said, "is
this the same class you brought me on
Wednesday?" "Yes", he said, " I had two small
classes so I put them together!"
"Oh", I said, trying to remain calm. "You
should have cancelled the second appointment. I ... I did it all on Wednesday, don't
you see?"
My. Smith: "Well just do whatever you
want."
Me: (to myself: liDo 'whatever you want?'
How does that work? What is the matter
with these people?") I looked around the
room as the class settled in. What was I going
to do with them for 1 hour? I got no clue
from My. Smith, who sat down and waited
expectantly. I know: show a video! No: the
videos were all in another room, far away. I
saw that the props and set-up were ready for
a lesson on "Phases of the Moon," prepared
for a class later on in the day. All right: they'll
get phases of the moon. I saw a stack of current star maps in the comer. I mentally prepared a lesson: we would look at some of the
current constellations and then sit in the
darkened night sky and re-design the stars to
make new constellations; then we would
create stories to go with them. Well, here we
go ..." Welcome back students ... do you have
any questions about anything we talked
about two days ago? ...."
Later on in the day, as I opened my mail, I
thought about that class. I usually measure
the success of a lesson by the degree of
involvement of the students. According to
my scale, it was a great lesson! There is a
moral here somewhere; I'm just not sure
what it is!
The main piece of real mail today is a
planetarium survey. I've filled out a bunch
of them through the years. They're usually
from employed planetarians or graduate students who are looking for some data to
include in their doctoral dissertation or
other advanced degree. I got ready to answer
yet another round of questions asking me
how marty staff I have and how many are in
the $40,000-$50,000 salary range. Those
always make me chuckle.
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This survey was different. It was
Robert Hitt, planetarian in -.....", . . .",.. !J'--<"......,
ginia. Yep, it's for a doctorate, all
all about . . . ,-"c .. "_."",",u,,
the questions ...
and topiCS and the
of
tarium to the comrnunity
called "National
Directors
Planetaria". It was,
vey for my situation: f)/Glnt?rana'n
school planetarium! I have definite Op]IllH)nS
about these
and I
doing the survey.
Here's a
of some inteH~sting
of the survey:
Q: "What two skills do you COl[lSl~Jer
important in the
of
that you could not do without
Choices: Mechanical, Artistic, '-''-''HLLl!~H.l1
cation, Electrical, Creative, and
In another section you are asked to
your level of agreement with 7 statenaerlts.
Your choices were Strongly
agree,
and Strongly
The statements were;
-liThe
is a more effective
place to teach astronomy than the
room,
-Teaching in a planetarium is more difficult than teaching in a traditional classroom,
-The planetarium's
purpose
support what is taught in the classroom,
-The curriculum used in the !-HueU"-L"......
and classroom should be in1:egrated,
-Teachers must prepare their CTll,n.o-n..-"
the
if it is
cessful,
-Palrticip'atc)ry (student interaction)
are better than traditional (show
lessons, and
-Planetarium lessons should be
than one hour. "
In an onen-erlO(,,'O section at the end
down
survey, I found
"Seven
I Think the Planetarium
Best". I didn't even know that I knew "Seven
That the Planetarium Does
of it for the survey. Here's my
until I
"Seven Things that the Planetarium Does
Best," in
order of jnlnn,rt~l1'.,r·.o
opinion):
1. Effects of the Rotation of the
(day /night,
"rise and "set",
appear to move because earth
Polaris is
because of its pl'LCemt~nt
ative to earth rotation, and latitudinal
of rotation)
2. Effects of the Revolution of the
of the
noon over a
earth, latitudinal effects of the tilt, SeiJlsu:mu
of
UH

5. Illustrate folklore of various cultures,
6. Phases/eclipses of the moon, and
7. Spherical shape of dome is related to
spherical shape of earth, planets, sun, celestial sphere; coordinate systems such as latitude!longitude, altitude/azimuth, right
ascension / declination can be demonstrated

tions visible during year, significance of
ecliptic as related to astronomy and astrology)
3. Star Identification (constellations) and
the place of stars in the "story of the Universe" (tonight's sky, sky at other seasons,
ga~axies, Milky Way, life cycle of stars, nebular theory, Big Bang),
4. Planet movement as evidence of pattern of movement in the solar system (retrograde motion of Mars and other superior
planets, inferior planets, Kepler's Laws of
planetary motion),

Overheard
- at the Science Museum of Virginia, in
Richmond, Virginia, in the computer lab,
open to the public: the "netnanny," a com-

puter filtering program, had to eliminate the
planet "Venus" from the "Search" function
of the Internet browser. Although the most
popular site for the Venus site is something
called "Postcard from Venus" and gives an
overview of the planet Venus, the site coming in second with the most number of
search "hits" is a site of pornographic pictures and erotic articles of clothing for sale.
The software makes it very difficult to leave,
once you land there.

*

Nomination for "Fellow" of IPS

Qualifications are:
Continuous active membership in good standing in IPS for at least five years, and substantial contributions in at least two of the
following respects:
a) Serving IPS in elective office, diligent and devoted committee work, and the organization of conferences and meetings.
b) Relevant and significant publications and/or conference presentations.
c) Cooperation with professional societies, organizations, and groups which bring attention to the importance of planetariums'
existence.
d) The development of new methods and media in planetarium presentations.

Name:____________________________________________________
Planetarium!Address:

Years of membership in IPS: _______________________________
(look at your oldest issue of the Planetarian)

Substantial Contributions:

Newly-elected Fellows of IPS, 1998
Amaral, Bess
. Bowen, Jeff
Gijsenberg, Johan
Gould, Alan
Helper, Carol
Hostetter, David
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Irby, Linda
Laatsch, Shawn
Lacombe, Pierre
Lazich, .Gary
Martin, Rodney
McCall, Kris

Planetarian

Negley, Scott
Perkins, Ken
Pohl, Scott
Ramponi, Loris
Roehrs, Volker
Smith, Dale
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Creating a new planetariutn for the
next century was easy. It only took the
best of the world's most advanced multitnedia technology.
~

~

MINOLTA

Whether it is the drama of space exploration, the mysteries of quasars and black holes or the magic
of the night sky, Minolta planetariums have the greatest audience impact. Long recognized for its
advanced optical and mechanical craftsmanship, Minolta is now the world leader in integrating the
latest imaging and presentation technologies. Today, Minolta offers full-dome laser projected
graphics, all-sky computer imagery, giant-screen motion pictures, and the most accurate and
realistic recreation of the night sky. By pioneering the integration of these "cyber-dome"
technologies, Minolta has redefined the planetarium for the 21 st Century. If you are planning a new
space theatre or updating an existing facility, please contact your nearest Minolta representative today.

North America:
MEGA systems, Inc. 435 Devon Park Drive, The 500 Building,Wayne, PA 19087, U.S.A.Tel: +1-610-225-7200 Fax:+1-61 0-225-7258 Web site( http://www.870.com)
Minolta Planetarium U.S.Office101 Williams Drive Ramsey, NJ 07446, U.S.A. Tel:+1-201-934-5347 Fax:+1-201-818-0498

Southeast Asia:
Minolta Malaysia Sdn. Bhd./ Planetarium Division No.12, Jalan SS 8/2, Sungai Way, 47300, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia, Tel:(60)-3-7.161133, 7756541 Fax:(60)-3-7761767

Minolta Planetarium Co., ltd.
2-30, Toyotsu cho, Suita, Osaka 564, Japan Tel:(81)6-386-2050 Fax:(81)6-386-2027

ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA
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